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FILED

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT £AS U.S. DISTRICT COU
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS- - TERN DISTRICT A
CENTRAL DIVISION
:JU 2 5 0

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES, ET AL.,
Plaintiffs,
V.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 4:21-CV-453-KGB

)

LARRY JEGLEY, ET AL.,
Defendants.
CONCEPTS OF TRUTH, INC., an Arkansas
Non-profit Corporation, and
Dr. George Conner, Ill, M.D.,
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO INTERVENE

COMES NOW, proposed Intervenors, Concepts of Truth, Inc. and George Conner, III,
M.D., pursuant to Rule 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and pray for an Order of this
Court permitting Intervenor Concepts of Truth, a non-profit counseling organization located in
Wynne, Arkansas that provides prenatal, childbirth and neonatal counseling for women in the
interest of themselves and their unborn children, and Intervenor Dr. George Conner, who is an
Arkansas licensed medical practitioner in family practice in Forrest City, Arkansas, who
provides pre- and post-natal medical services and as such claim an interest relating to the
transactions that are the subject of this action that are the abortion practices sought to be
prohibited by Act 309 of the 93rd General Assembly of the Arkansas legislature Intervention of
Right under Rule 24(a), or, in the alternative Permissive Intervention under Rule 24(b) as having
shared claims under a common question of law, and in support of its Motion to Intervene state
and allege as follows:
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1. Pursuant to Rule 24, upon timely motion, the court must permit anyone to intervene
who claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of the action, and
is so situated that disposing of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede the
movant's ability to protect its interest, unless existing parties adequately represent that interest.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 24(a).
2. This motion is made upon Intervenors coming into knowledge of all of the facts of the
case and is, therefore, timely.
3. Under Rule 24(b), the Court may permit anyone to intervene who has a claim or
defense that shares with the main action a common question of law or fact.
4. As acknowledged by Plaintiffs in their Complaint, pregnancy has "short- and longterm consequences on physical health and mental and emotional well-being. Complaint,
Paragraph 49.
5. Plaintiffs further allege that in 2019, Black people made up just over 15% of
Arkansas's population, but more than 46% of people who obtained abortions in Arkansas were
black. Complaint, Paragraph 55.
6. Intervenor Concepts for Truth, Inc. located in Wynne, Arkansas, a community of
approximately 22% Black population, is an Arkansas non-profit corporation that provides
counseling, education, testing and other related services from a Christian perspective to pregnant
women for the mental, physical and spiritual benefit of those women, the physical benefit of the
unborn babies they carry in utero and for whose benefit they engage in counseling of the benefits
referenced in AC.A.§ 20-16-1703 as part of the Arkansas Woman's Right-to-Know Act, A.C.A.
§ 20-16-1701 et. seq. They further provide services including medical assistance benefits
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available for prenatal care, childbirth and neonatal care as well as other mandatory provisions of
said Act, on availability of community or housing or other available financial assistance
programs, as well as in making informed decisions about matters pertaining to the health and
well-being of themselves and their unborn children targeted toward the interest, well-being,
development and preservation of human life in the womb. Intervenors also provide counseling
services including alternatives to the abortion provided by Plaintiffs, about details of the abortion
procedure itself, the physical development of their unborn child, and the significant
psychological impact associated with the abortion procedure versus live birth, see attached
declaration of Mille Lace, founder and director of Intervenor Concepts of Truth, attached hereto
as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference.
7. Intervenor Dr. Conner is a member of the Arkansas Medical Society and owns and
operates a family practice clinic in Forrest City, Arkansas, a community made up of
approximately 60% African Americans. Dr. Conner provides traditional family practice medical
services including pre- and post-natal medical care. Dr. Conner is intimately familiar with the
physical and psychological risks of pregnancy as well as the physical and psychological impact
of post-abortion trauma.
8. A prerequisite to intervention under Rule 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
is standing. See, Curry v. University ofMinnesota, 167 F .3d 420, 422 (8th Cir. 1999). Article
III Standing requires three things: a showing of"( 1) an injury in fact which is an invasion of a
legally protectible interest that is concrete, particularized, and either actual or imminent; (2)
causation; and (3) redressability." Mausolfv. Babbitt, 85 F.3d 1295 (8th Cir. 1996).
9. Likewise, the Court has generally "permitted plaintiffs to assert third-party rights in
cases where 'the enforcement of the challenged restriction against the litigant would result
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indirectly in violation of third parties' rights."' June Medical Services v. Russo, 140 S.Ct. 2103,
2118-19, 591 U.S.

(2020).

10. As a provider of pre-natal and post-natal counseling services for pregnant women in
a community with high percentages of minority populations, Intervenors have more than an
"abstract concern" regarding the existence of Act 309. For and on behalf of their counseling
patients, and on behalf of their patients' unborn children, Intervenors possess a significantly
protectible interest "relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action" 1
necessary to seek standing in this case. Ordinarily, "[o]nly the State may invoke regulatory
measures that protect [any constitutional rights of the unborn fetus], and only the State may
invoke the power of the courts when those regulatory measures are subject to challenge."

Diamond v. Charles, 476 U.S. 54, 67 (1986). The facts of this case are distinguishable, however,
Intervenor provides services to the same demographic as Plaintiffs without activism or abortion
advocacy characteristic of Plaintiffs, without regard to the unborn life that is tragically
terminated as the result of services provided by Plaintiffs as is their ultimate objective.
11. As an option for care in an underserved community, through promoting his patients
14th Amendment option not to terminate a pregnancy which rights are directly affect by current
Arkansas law and Plaintiffs efforts to terminate that pregnancy, and alternative to abortion
including adoption and the State's newly passed Safe Haven law, and, as alleged by Plaintiffs, in
a community inordinately impacted by Act 309, Intervenor Dr. Conner will be directly and
uniquely affected by the elimination of abortion, except in instances of emergency as required by
Act 309, such that he will be affected significantly differently from the public at large. See,

Chiglo v. City of Preston, 104 F .3d 185, 187-88 (8th Cir. 1997).

1 Donaldson

v. United States, 500 U.S. 517, 531 (1971 ).
4
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12. Moreover, while the State historically under Roe and Casey has been precluded from
regulating abortion pre-viability, as a private actor, Intervenors are, and have been, free to
counsel pregnant women on the morality of abortion beginning at conception from a spiritual
perspective, the long-term psychological effects of the abortion process and realization that the
killing of an unborn child is, in a majority of cases, the taking of a human life, and the acute
negative societal impact of abortion especially on the Black community and, therefore, their
interests are not the same as the secular interests of, and not adequately represented by, the State.
13. Intervenors hereby incorporate further argument contained in the accompanying
Brief in Support filed contemporaneously herewith.
WHEREFORE, Intervenors pray for an Order of the Court pursuant to Rule 24 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, permitting the intervention of proposed Intervenor Concepts of
Truth, Inc. of right, or, in the alternative, by permission for the purpose of defending the
allegations of Plaintiffs including the filing of an Answer attached hereto as Exhibit B, and for
any such other or further relief the Court deems just and proper.
Respectfully submitted,

By Gregory F. Payne
Gregory F. Payne, AR Bar No. 2017008
3608 N. Steele Blvd., Suite 105
Fayetteville AR 72703
(479) 443-3700
travis@storylawfirm.com
greg@storylawfirm.com
THE JUSTICE FOUNDATION
By
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Allan E. Parker, TX Bar No. 15505500
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
By Clayton Trotter
R. Clayton Trotter, TX Bar No. 20240500
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
8023 Vantage Drive, Suite 1275
San Antonio, TX 78230
(210) 614-7157
aparker({lltxj f.org
claytontrotter@grnail.com
Mary J Browning
Mary J. Browning, MO Bar No. 34633
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
214 Cherry Street
Jefferson City, MO 65101
Phone: 573-893-4523
Facsimile: 573-893-4591
mary@maryjbrowninglaw.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Brief in Support of Motion to Intervene has
been served this 25th day of June, 2021 on counsel for all parties through the Court's CM/ECF
filing system.
Gregory F. Payne
Gregory F. Payne
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EXHIBIT

I A
IN THE UNITED STA TES
DISTRICT COURT EASTERN
DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS
CENTRAL DIVISION
LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES, et al.
PLAINTIFFS

v.

Case No. 4:21-cv-00453-KGB

LARRY JEGLEY, in his official capacity
as Prosecuting Attorney of Pulaski
County, et al.

DEFENDANTS

DECLARATION OF MILLIE LACE
I, MILLIE LACE, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I am over the age of 18, and am the Founder and Director of the Proposed

Intervenor in this case. The statements made in this Declaration are true and correct and
if called upon to testify to them I would and could do so competently.

2

I am submitting this Declaration in support of Concepts of Truth, Inc.'s

("Concepts") Motion to Intervene and in support of Proposed Intervenor's Memorandum
of Law in Oppositionto Plaintiffs' Motion for Preliminary Injunction.
3.

I live in Canton, Georgia. My husband, Dail, and I founded Concepts in 1998.

The home office is in Wynne, Arkansas. I have been a licensed professional
counselor in the State of Arkansas since 2000 with a Specialization in Supervision since
2004. I received my Master's degree in Counseling Education from Arkansas State
University in 1991. I am the former President of the Arkansas Mental Health Counselors
Association. I am also the former State Director of Operation Outcry and have personal
Page I of 10
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knowledge of the stories of many of the women who are a part of that organization. I
have testified as an expert witness before the South Dakota Task Force of Mental Health
and Abortion. During that testimony, I presented numerous excerpts from Concepts'
National Helpline for Abortion Recovery (now International Helpline for Reproductive
Loss and Sexual Trauma) and discussed the significant experiences I have had with
women suffering tremendous physical, emotional, and psychological problems due to
abortion.
4.

I have attached several studies to this Declaration, including studies by David

Ferguson and Priscilla Coleman, as well as excerpts of testimonies of post-abortive
women (Exhibits A 1, A2, and A3, respectively, incorporated herein by reference as if set
out word-for-word herein) similar to those that I presented to the South Dakota Task
Force on Mental Health and Abortion. The attached testimonies contain specific
testimony from various women who have experienced first-hand mental, emotional, and
psychological problems that arose from abortion.
5. In 1979, I became pregnant while taking an experimental drug for a: tumor on my
bladder. My doctor told me that I could not have the baby because having the child would
severely endanger my life and that my child could be a "monster". I was twenty-five
years old and seven weeks pregnant when my doctor told me that I needed to have the
abortion. My doctor stated thatl must have the D & C (dilation and curettage) procedure,
and that I needed to have the procedure before the baby's heart started to beat. Obviously,
I was deceived about the development of my child because science has unequivocally
established that the heart begins to beat around five weeks gestation. Despite the fact that
Page 2 of 10
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my doctor told me my health was at risk due to the pregnancy, he declined to perform
the abortion himself and instead sent me to an abortion facility in Little Rock, Arkansas.
6.

The.nurse at the facility told me that I would be fine, that it would be a quick

procedure, and that there would be no pain or physical effects as a result. She could not
have been further from the truth. I remember hearing the machine during the abortion,
and I could not help but wonder what was happening to me. After I returned home
from the abortion clinic, I felt excruciating pain and was in mental anguish. I attempted to
walk, but immediately began hemorrhaging. When I went to the bathroom, more of my child's

body parts came out of my body. That experience caused me both physical and psychological
pain, including severe depression and deep feelings of guilt, remorse and suicidal thoughts.
Physically, my abortion led to many pelvic infections, endometriosis, and ultimately, an early and
unwanted hysterectomy.

7. Because of that experience and the terrible physical, emotional, and psychological
problems that I endured as a result of my decision to have an abortion, I decided to do
something to try to save others from similar harm. I wanted to help women avoid the
serious issues that I had to endure because of that traumatic experience. My husband and
I therefore founded Concepts in 1998. We founded this organization because we wanted to
change hearts, minds, and decisions about abortion. We wanted to establish a place for
women who are considering abortion to come and receive assistance, counseling, and
resources about the true consequencesof abortion and to learn about other assistance that is
available. I also founded Concepts because of my desire to help those women who have
had abortions to recover from the severe physical emotional, and psychological problems
that can arise because of the decision to have an abortion. I thought my experience and
Page 3 of 10
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recovery- could help other women cope and deal with the substantial issues that arise because
ofabortion.
8.

Co11cepts is a non-profit Arkansas corporation whose mission is to share God's

truth about life around the world providing counseling, recovery- and prevention sustaining
families in mental and sexual health. Concepts provides counseling, consulting and resources
for pregnant women to keep their child and preserve the vital relationship between the
mother and her child and to help women find healing from the psychological, emotional,
and physical problems that result from abortion.
9.

Concepts stands to uniquely benefit from The Act in a manner separate from the

general public in that the number of clients that it sees will increase, and it will be able
to further provide valuable resources to pregnant women who desire to keep their child. Women
who might consider abortion will be more likely to approach Concepts for assistance if they are not
able to have abortions. Concepts, because of the 24-hour helpline, is better prepared to assist these
women than many other facilities because its expertise and services are focused intently on helping
pregnant women who have a desire to keep their child. Concepts can explain the Arkansas Safe Haven
law and adoption options, and provide maternal assistance.

10. Concepts is uniquely situated to benefit from this law based on the fact that, since
2003, it has operated the National Helpline for Abortion Recovery-, (now International
Helpline for Reproductive Loss and Sexual Trauma), a call center where pregnant and postabortive women and men can receive counseling 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Through
that ministry-, Concepts has documented thousands of first-hand stories of women devastated
by abortion, and this expertise and information can greatly assist the increased clientele that
Concepts will receive because of the Act. Concepts has a significant interest in protecting the
rights of these clients, and this information can assist women to avoid the irreparably injury
Page 4 of 10
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caused by abortion. Concepts' primary mission is to do no hann and prevent injuries to
women that arise from abortion. Women can be irreparably injured by abortions ifthey occur.
This law will stop all abortion trauma to women if allowed to go into effect Based on my
experience at Concepts and the statistics from numerous studies, irreparable injury is
frequently caused by abortion.
11 . One of Concepts' central purposes is to help pregnant mothers in their time of need
to exercise their right to keep their children. We provide many different services. but
consulting and counseling to help protect the free and informed exercise of the rights of
our pregnant clients - particularly their right to maintain their relationship with the children
in their wombs - is a high priority of our work. Concepts also seeks to protect and
provide for the children of their clients, both those born and those yet in the womb, and
to speak for those who have no voice. To that end, we counsel pregnant women on how and
whether they can obtain community assistance, housing assistance, and the rights they
have to obtain support for their children. Where needed and appropriate, we refer them
for material assistance. One of the services we provide is the consulting and counseling
we give on a variety of subjects that relate to important interests of these pregnant
mothers: their interest in being able to keep their children; their interest in making an
infonned and voluntary decision for themselves about that interest; their interest in making
an informed decision about matters pertaining to the well-being and welfare of their
children; and their interest in their own health.
12. As a licensed professional counselor, Founder, and Director of Concepts, I am
familiar with the services and counseling that Concepts provides to women. Upon learning that
their pregnancies have been conflnned, the women are interviewed and inform the Concepts
Page 5 of 10
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staff of their initial thoughts and preferences about whether they intend to carry their child to full
term. Concepts then provides consulting and counseling, assistance, referrals, or any other
service necessary to assist the pregnant woman with the child in her womb. Concepts' consulting
and counseling includes providing information about alternatives to abortion, information
about the

abortion procedure, information about the child in her womb, counseling on

parenting, information about community assistance, and discussion about risks of the
abortion procedure. Concepts relies on medical facts and information drawn from medical
experts jn order to ensure that all information is truthful, non-misleading and medically
accurate.
13.

Concepts informs women about the truth that an abortion terminates the life

of a whole living human being as a matter of scientific and medical fact. One of the
pomts Concepts addresses is that an abortion does not prevent a human being from
coming mto existence, but that the human bemg is already in existence from the moment
of conception and that the procedure will terminate the life of that human being.
Concepts explains that the pregnant mother has an existing relationship with her child
and advises her of that fact so she can make a fully informed decision for herself.
Concepts believes that a pregnant woman cannot make a truly informed decision about
her pregnancy until all truthful information is shared with her and she has a meaningful
understanding of the facts about her pregnancy.
14. It often becomes apparent during the consulting and counseling process that when
the pregnant mothers realize that abortion involves the termination of the life of a unique
and independent human being, they look at the procedure in a different light. The
pregnant women no longer take the decision lightly, and for most of the women, the
Page 6 of 10
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factual information Concepts provides is considered of critical importance to their
decision. This information often leads these pregnant women to search for other
alternatives. such as adoption, in which Concepts facilitates and refers the placement of
the children and has seen wonderful and positive results for both the birth mothers and
the adoptive families. It also results in a woman's realizing and focusing upon the fact
that she is the mother of an existing child and that she would lose something of great value
to herself :if she decides to have an abortion.
15. Part of Concepts' core mission is to disclose the truth about pregnancy to these
mothers because of the magnitude of what is at stake for them. The exercise of a mother's
right to keep her relationship with her child involves a great benefit to her, and the loss of
that relationship is a grave matter that can lead to negative psychological consequences.
Concepts understands the importance of this information and strives to fulfill its primary
mission to disclose all truthful and relevant information to pregnant mothers. We also discuss
some of the risks of abortion, and we have published materials that we give the pregnant
mother with information about those risks. Among the risks Concepts discusses with its
clients is the fact that an abortion places a woman at increased risk of depression, suicidal
thoughts and behavior, anxiety, and serious physical health issues.
16. Concepts provides many resources to their clients, but one of the most important
is a pamphlet that explains the development of a child in the mother's womb. This pamphlet
informs pregnant mothers of what is occurring in the development of her child at various
stages of progression. For example, Concepts has found that one of the most important facts
contained in the pamphlet is the fact that the child's heart begins to beat at just five weeks'
gestation. Concepts has found that the vast majority of mothers who are provided this
Page 7 of 10
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information understand that a living human being is developing inside of their womb, and
they embrace the substantial connection that has formed between them and their child. This
pamphlet al~o explains to the pregnant mothers that their child has all of the major organ
systems and is distinctly recognizable as an individual by eleven weeks' gestation.
17. Approximately 75% of our clients initially report that they are seriously considering
having an abortion. Following the counseling that Concepts provides, about 50% of all of
the women who originally thought they wanted to have an abortion, change their minds or
otherwise decide to carry their baby to full term and birth. Of these, more than 90% decide
to keep their babies and raise them themselves. As a result, they enjoy the beauty and joy of
their relationship with their children for the rest of their lives. Concepts will refer women to
get medical help and local resources if it appears they need or desire further counseling or
information. Concepts advises all of the women that adoption services are available, and it
provides the names of the licensed agencies so they can consult with them if they wish.
18. Concepts also provides consulting and counseling for women who have had abortions.
The majority of woman who seek counseling at an abortion clinic ends up having an abortion.
Of the post-abortive women who seek consulting and counseling with Concepts, over 75%
of the women report that they felt they were misled by the abortion clinic and that their
decisions were uninformed and, in many ways, coerced. This lack of disclosure and coercive
counseling only increases the likelihood that a pregnant mother will suffer significant
psychological complications from terminating her pregnancy. This was certainly true of my
experience. The post-abortive women commonly report that they feel depressed, that they are
on anti-depressants, that they have anxiety, feelings of loneliness, numbness, feelings of
anger and helplessness, flashbacks of the event, relationship problems, and that their
Pages of 10
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symptoms are a result of their decision to have an abortion. They often report seriously lower
self-esteem and increased suicide ideation. Some of our clients report that they have
attempted sui~ide because of their depression over their abortions.
19. Given my experience with abortion and the problems that resulted from it, I can
personally relate to the pain experienced by these women. Part of their problem is due to the
fact that the culture in general does not legitimize the feelings of these women or properly
recognize their grief and suffering. After all, most pro-abortion advocates would tell these
women that we should not be grieving over "just tissue."
20. I have personally counseled women who have felt a great sense of loss after an
abortion and cannot resolve it or accept the loss until they allow themselves to come out of

the denial that it "wasn't a baby" by seeing fetal development pictures, ultrasounds of a
subsequent child, fetal models or The Thomas Aaron story on video, which is available
at http1/youtu.be'GvQ3bwl39mg. These women then go through a "normal grief' process.
One woman I counseled was 84, and she had had an abortion in her 20's. She experienced
prolonged grief for 60 years. She said she just wanted to be able to tell her story. As a
professional counselor, I call it" disenfranchised grief," meaning grief that is not allowed
either by the culture or by the individual because it would be too painful if she allowed
herself to grieve. Therefore,the grief is unresolved, or else is Complicated Grief, which
occurs when the individual prolongs the acceptance of the loss. As Dr. Andreas
Maercker,

M.D., Ph.D. from the Division of Psychopathology and Clinical

Intervention, University of Zurich, Switzerland when explaining considerations for
Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD) to be included in the DSM V (Diagnostic
Page 9 of 10
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Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders) for publication .in May of 2013, writes:
"One easily accessible indicator is to listen to clients or patients. Self-statements
such as 'I -fear I will go crazy if 1 fully realize the death of my loved one' is very
specific to Complicated Grief" The research also states that treatment for prolonged
grief is similar to that used for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (''PTSD") because
patients tend to imagine the scene vividly and re-experience the event.

21.

Over the years 1 have heard from hundreds of women who have had

difficulty around anniversary dates of their abortions by having dreams where they
re-experience the event. One woman had continual dreams of seeing the face of her
baby in the womb. Women are told that they should be able to submit to getting rid
of "tissue" and go happily about their life thinking the abortion made their life better.
When it becomes clear that in fact the abortion made their lives far worse than the
life-giving alternatives, most often the women feel that they have no outlet to express
their feelings, emotions, or regrets, especially when suffering from prolonged grief
over the loss of another human individual that can continue for a lifetime. This is a
large part of why I founded Concepts, and helping these women is part of its core
mission and primary purpose.

I liereby certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. I

executed this Declaration on 24th day of June, 2021.

)'n~-;/

r;,c.Q___

M.>~ LPC~Barn"

MILLIE LACE, MSE, LPC-s,icTivfHC
Founder and Director
Concepts ofTruth, Inc.
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Abstract

Objective: There have been debates about the linkages between abortion and mental health.Few reviews have considered
the extent to which abortion has therapeutic benefits that mitigate the mental health risks of abortion.The aim of this
review was to conduct a re-appralsal of the evidence to examine the research hypothesis that abortion reduces rates of
mental health problems in women having unwanted or unintended pregnancy.

Methods: Analysis of recent reviews (Coleman, 201 I; National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 1011) identified eight publications reporting 14 adjusted odds ratios (AORs) spanning five outcome domains: anxiety; depression;
alcohol misuse; illicit drug use/misuse; and suicidal behaviour. For each outcome, pooled AORs were estimated using a
random-effects model.
Results: There was consistent evidence to show that abortion was not associated with a reducdon in rates of mental
health problems (p>0.75). Abortion was associated with small to moderate increases In risks of anxiety (AOR 1.28, 95%
Cl 0.97-1.70; p<0.08), alcohol misuse (AOR 134, 95% Cl 1.05-5.21; p<0.05), illicit drug use/misuse (AOR 3.91, 95% Cl
1.13-13.55; p<0.05), and suicidal behaviour (AOR 1.69, 95% Cl 1.12-2.54; p<0.01).
Conclusions: There is no avaflable evidence to suggest that abortion has therapeutic effects in reducing the mental
health risks of unwanted or unintended pregnancy. There Is suggestive evidence that abortion may be associated with
small co moderate Increases in risks of some mental health problems.

Keyword,
Abortion, mental health, review

Introduction
Recently there have been strong debates about the relationships between termination of pregnancy (abortion) and
mental health (forreviews, see Bradshaw and Slade, 2003;
Charles et al., 2008; Coleman, 2005, 2011; American
Psychological Association, 2008). These debates have been
stimulated by two major reviews of this topic which reached
markedly different conclusions. Specifically, in a metaanalysis of 22 studies examining the linkages between
abortion and mental health, Coleman (2011) found that
abortion was associated with increased risks of mental
health problems with these findings being evident for studies using different comparison groups. Coleman concluded
" ... the results revealed a moderate to highly increased risk
of mental health problems after abortion" (p. 180). In contrast, a systematic review of the evidence prepared for the
Academy of Medical Royal Colleges (AMRC) by the
National Collaborating Cenlre for Mental Health (2011)

concluded that, when variations in study design and study
quality were taken into account, "The rates of mental health
problems for women with unwanted pregnancy were the
same whether they had an abortion or gave birth" (p. 8),
Following the publication of both reviews, there have
been extensive criticisms of both Coleman's study (Abel
et al., 2011; Coyne, 2011; Howard et al., 2011; KiDney,
2011; Lagro-Janssen et al., 2011; Littell and Coyne, 2011;
Polis et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2011; Thygesen, 2011)
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and the AMRC report (Andrusko, 2011; Christian Medical
Fellowship, 2011; Ertelt, 2011). Despite the apparently
contradictory findings of these reviews both appear to be in
agreement on one point: there is no evidence to suggest that
the provision of abortion mitigates the mental health effects
ofunwnnted pregnancy, The AMRC review concludes that
there were little if any effects of abortion on mental health,
whereas the Coleman analysis suggests that abortion may
have harmful effects on mental benltb.
However, both studies fail to provide a formal review of
the therapeutic benefits of abortion. More generally, there
has been a dearth of discussion about the mental health benefits of abortion in all existing major reviews, including the
2008 review by the American Psychological Association
(2008) and the review by Charles et al. (2008). In nil cases,
reviews have focussed on the issue of the extent to which
abortion has iatrogenic effects which result in increases in
mental health problems in women having abortion when
compared with equivalent groups of women coming to
term with an unwanted or unintended pregnancy.
However, addressiog the issue of whether abortion hos
beneficial consequences for the mental heal1h of women
having unwanted or unintended pregnancy is central to the
appraisal of both clinical practice and the interpretation of
the Jaw in those jurisdictions which require that access to
legal abortion is authorized by registered medical practitioners. These jurisdictions include England, Wales,
Scotland, and New Zealand (1967;, 1977) and some states
of Australia (Cica, 1998). Legislation was passed in the
l 960s and 1970s in these jurisdictions which gave women
access to legal abortion provided that the abortion was
authorized by two medical practitioners on medical
grounds. In these societies over 90% of all abortions are
currently authorized on the grounds that continuation of the
pregnancy would pose a serious threat to the woman's mental health (Statistics New Zealand, 2003; South Australian
Abortion Reporting Committee, 2008; Department of
Health, 2011). Given the high frequency with which mental
health grounds
used in these jurisdictions to authorize
abortion, it becomes important for both clinical and legislative reasons to examine the evidence on the ex.tent to which
abortion has therapeutic benefits that mitigate any mental
health effects of unwanted pregnancy.
Under ideal circumstances it would be desirable to
examine this issue using randomized controlled trials of the
effectiven~ of abortion in mitigating any adverse mental
health effects of unwanted pregnancy. However, such trials
are currently ethically and practically impossible to conduct. Under these circumstances, data from observational
studies may be used to examine this hypothesis. In particular, if abortion has the therapeutic benefits that have been
ascn'bed to the practice, one would expect to find that rates
of mental health problems amongst those having abortion
were lower than those in an equivalent series of women
coming to term with unwanted or unintended pregnancy.

are

In this paper we present a re-analysis and re-appraisal of
data from 14 analyses reviewed by the Coleman review, the
AMRC review, or both. In these analyses, the mental health
outcomes of women having abortion were compared to
control series of women having unwanted or unintended
pregnancy coming to term, with these comparisons being
controlled for a number of potentially confounding covariates. The 14 analyses examined five mental health outcomes: anxiety, depression, alcohol misuse, illicit drug use/
misuse, and suicidal behaviour. The re-analysis and reappraisal of these findings has the explicit aim of addressing the question of whether this research provides any
evidence that would support the conclusion ·that abortion
has beneficial consequences which mitigate the mental
health risks of unwanted or unintended pregnancy.

Methods

Data extraction
The studies examined in this re-appraisal of the evidence
are based on a series of analyses included in the reviews by
Coleman (2011) and the AMRC (National Collaborating
Centre for Mental Health, 2011). These were all studies in
which comparisons were made between a group of women
exposed to abortion and a control series of women coming
to term with unintended/unwanted pregnancy. This process
identified a series of 14 analyses based on four studies and
summarized in eight publications, with these studies examining five mental health outcomes: anxiety, depression,
alcohol misuse, illicit drug use/misuse, and suicidal behaviour. Table l provides a summary and overview of the eight
publications upon which this re-appraisal of the evidence is
based. This summary includes information on sample sizes,
the assessment of the control group, outcomes measured,
control factors employed in each study, and assessment of
study quality.
Of the analyses summarized in Table I, all were included
in the Coleman review (2011) but a number of these publications were not included in the AMRC revfow (National
Collaborating Centre fot Mental Health, 2011 ). These publications were Reardon and Cougle (2002), Reardon et al.
(2004), Schmiege and Russo (2005), and Coleman (2006).
The reason for these studies being excluded from the
AMRC review was that these studies provided inadequate
control of pre-existing mental health outcomes prior to
pregnancy. For all studies estimates of adjusted odds ratios
(AORs) and 95% confidence intervals were abstracted
from the original reviews and cross-checked wi1h the original studies. In all cases, AORs were scored so that an AOR
<l implied that rates of mental health problems were lower
in those having an abortion. The Fergusson et al. (2008)
data were re-analysed to produce estimates of the AORs for
the direct comparison between the unwanted pregnancy
and abortion groups after adjustment for covariates.
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Table I. Desc:rfptlon of studies.

Index of study quality Is u dasslfted In AMRC review (National Cqllabotatlfli Centre for Mental Health, 2.01 I),
•Analysis of Feriusson at al•. (2008) has been updated In this review ta provide dfrecr comparisons of the abortion and unwanted pregnancy &l"OUPJ.
bWas not lnduded In AMR.C l'eYiew due ta Jack af pro-abortion mental health data (National Collaborating Cenire for Mencd Health, 2011).
CHDS, Chrfm:hurch Health and Development Study; NLSY, National 1.,onglcudlnal Study of Youth; NSFG, National Sr11vey c;if Family Growth.

Assessment of study quality
Table l also includes assessments of study quality derived
from the nitings given in Table 18 in the AMRC review.
These ratings were based on a modified version of the
review criteria used by Charles ct al (2008). These criteria
considered six study features: appropriate comparison
group, validated mental health tools, previous mental health
problems, confounder control, sample representativeness,
and comprehensive data exploration. These criteria were
used to rank stuwes into six quality groups ranging 'from
''vecy poor" to "excellent''. Of the studies subject to this
review, one (Fergusson et al., 2008) was described es ''very

-

..•--NG•i>i•""'"

good", one (Gilchrist ct al., 199$) was descn'bed as "good",
two studies (Cougle et al., 2005; Steinberg and Russo, 2008)
were classified as "fair'', and four were not included in the
AMR.C review because of concerns about study quality.

Dato analysis and hypothesis testing
The analyses from the studies described in Table 1 were
classified into five outcome domains: anxiety, depression,
alcohol misuse, illicit drug use/misuse, and suicidal behaviours. Each domain contained at least two odds ratios from
independent analyses. To increase the precision of the

a1 uaemv UNIV
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re-appraisal, pooled odds were estimated for each domain.
In this analysis, we have not combined the pooled estimates
for different outcomes to produce an estimate of the overall
increase or decrease in mental health problems for women
having abortion. The principal reason for this decision was
that the data came from overlapping and non-independent
analyses using data derived from four studies. The nonindependence of the pooled estimates poses complex problems for combining these estimates to produce an estimate
of the overall association between abortion and mental
health outcomes.
The selected ORs for each outcome domain were first
log transfonncd and then pooled using a weighted average
of the study specific effects. Pooling was initially conducted using a random-effects model of the form: Pooled
B=r.j wj BA Wj, where Brln(O~) is the natural logarithm
of the OR for study j; wrl/(s/+ 11) is a study-specific
weight representing the estimated inverse variance of the
study specific parameter Bi under a random-effects model;
s/ is the estimated sample specific variance of Bj, and t2 is
an estimator of between studies variance derived using the
general method of moments (DerSimonian and Kacker,
2007). The standard error of the pooled parameter was
given by SE(B)=l/(Ej IVj)~. The pooled OR and corresponding 95% CI were calculated in the usll.lll manner by exponentiation, e>..1J(B:!:l.96 SE(B)). To avoid the pooling of
non-independent results in the situation where two studies
in a given outcome domain reportedAORs based on analysis of essentially the same data set, the pooled results were
calculated using only the study reporting the lowest AOR.
This follows the practice in the AMRC review (Notional
Collaborating Centre for Mental Hell.Ith, 2011).
The meta-analysis for each domain was checked for
between study heterogeneity using Cochran's Q test
(Huedo-Mcdina et al., 2006). In all cases there was no evidence of significant between study heterogeneity, suggesting that fixed-effects models were 11deq1111te for pooling the
data. However, because the Q test can lack statistical power
to detect true between-study heterogeneity when the metnanalysis includes only a small number of studies (HuedoMed.ina et al., 2006), the reported findings were bnsed on
the rnndom~ffects analyses. Comparison of pooled estimates from fixed-effects and random-effects models
showed these to be very similar suggesting that the choice
of estimation method was not critical.
To test for beneficial effects of abortion, in all cases onetailed tests of the research hypothesis AOR; <l were conducted, where AO~ is the pooled odds ratio for the ith
outcome domain. For completeness, the analysis also
included the results of conventional two-tailed tests of significance of the pooled AORi.
To ensure a complete coverage of the limited literature
on this topic, in the first stage of the arutlysis, all studies
were considered in the review (Table 1). To control for study
quality, the data were re-analysed using: (a) all studies rated
fair or better by the AMRC review; and (b) those studies

rated as good or very good by the AMRC review (National
Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011).

Results

AORs (or the linkages between abortion and
mental health outcomes
Tobie 2 shows estimates of the AORs between abortion and
the mental health outcomes reported in eight papers based
on four studies. Results arc grouped into five outcome
domains and for each domain an estimate of the pooled
AOR and confidence interval is given. The table reports the
probability level associated with the test of the one-tailed
hypothesis AOR <I (pl) and the conventional two-tailed
test of association (p2). Inspection ofTable 2 yields the following conclusions:

I. Anxiety: Three studies report estimates of association between abortion and nnxiety, with two studies
(Cougle et al., 2005; Steinberg and Russo, 2008)
being analyses of the same data. Observed AORs
ranged from 1.24 to 1.82, With the pooled AOR
being 1.28 (95% Cl 0.97-1.70;p2<0.10). The onetailed test of the hypothesis of beneficial effects of
abortion shows that this hypothesis is not supported
by the evidence (pJ>0.95).
2. Depression: Three studies report estimates of the
association between abortion and depression with
two studies being analyses of the same data (Reardon
and Cougle, 2002; Schmiege and Russo, 2005).
Observed AORs ranged from 0.79 to 1.54, with the
pooled AOR being 1.13 {95% CI 0.83-1.55;
pZ>0.40). The one-tailed test of the hypothesis of
beneficial effects of abortion shows that this hypothesis is not supported by the evidence (pJ>0.70).
3. Alcohol misuse: 1bree studies reported estimates of
the association between abortion and alcohol misuse. Observed AORs ranged froni 7.10 to 1.72, with
the pooled AOR being 2.34 (95% CI 1.05-5.21;
pl<0.05). Toe one-tailed hypothesis of beneficial
effects of abortion shows that this hypothesis is not
supported by the evidence (pJ>0;98).
4. Illicit drug use/misuse: Three studies report estimates of the association between abortion and illicit
drug use/misuse. ObscrvedAORs rnnged from 13.20
to 2.00, with the pooled AOR being 3.91 (95% CI
l.13-13.55;p2<0.05). The one-tailed test ofbeneficial effects of abortion shows that this hypothesis is
not supported by the evidence (pJ>0.98).
5. Suicidal behaviour: Two studies report estimates of
the association between abortion and suicidal behaviour. ObservedAORs ranged from 1.58 to 1.70, with
the pooled AOR being 1.69 (95% Cl 1.12-2.54;
p2<0.0l). The one-taHed test of beneficial effects of
abortion shows that this hypothesis is not supported
by the evidence (pJ>0.99).
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Table 2. Odds rados and pooled odds ratlos for the assocfatlon between abortion and mental health.

pl, one-tailed test of beneficial elfocu ofabortlon (pooled adjusted OR ~I).

p2, two-Cllled test of assodadon.
.Pooled result based on Steinberg and Russo (2008) and Fergurson et al (2000).
>roared result hued on Schmiege and Russo (2005) and Fef1JUSSon et al. (2008).

The effects of study quaf,ty on conclusions
To examine the extent to which variations in study quality
led to changes in the conclusions drawn above, a number of
re-analyses of the data in Table 2 were conducted. These
re-analyses included:

I. Limiting the analysis to studies included in the
AMRC review. This resulted in the exclusion of the
studies based on the NLSY (Reardon and Cougle,
2002; Reardon et al., 2004; Schmiege and Russo,
2005; Coleman, 2006). This reduced the analysis to

-

pooled AORs for two outcome domains (anxiety and
suicidal behaviour). This analysis shows:

i) For both outcome domains, one-tailed tests
showed an absence of beneficial effects of abor-

tion (allpl>0.95).
ii) Pooled AORs showed marginally significant
increases in rates of anxiety (AOR 1.28, 95% CI
0.97-1.70, p2<0.l0) and significant increases in
suicidalbehaviour(AOR l.69,95%CI 1.12-2.54)
p2<0.0l) for women having abc,rtion.
2. The analysis was then restricted to the studies rated
as good or very good in the AMRC report (National
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Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011 ). These
studies reported a single common outcome of suicid1ll behaviour, with a pooled AOR of 1.69 (95% CI
l.12-2.54;pl>0.99;p2<0.0l). This finding does not
support the hypothesis of beneficial effects (p>0.99)
but is consistent with the conclusion that abortion
may be associated with modest increases in risks of
suicidal behaviours.
3. Finally, the AMRC review (National Collaborating
Centre for Mental Health, 2011) also reported a reanalysis of the Gilchrist et al. (1995) study in which they
compared the outcomes of those refused abortion for an
unwanted pregnancy with the outcomes of those given
an abortion. These estimates were available for suicidal
behaviours. Combining these results with the findings
from Fergusson et al. {2008) yielded an AOR of 0.95
(95% CI 0Jfr-2.51). The one-tailed test of the positive
effects of abortion was non-significant (p>0.90).

Summary
For all analyses considered, there was no evidence to suggest that rates of mental health problems were lower in
women having abortion than in comparison groups of
women having unwanted pregnancy. This conclusion held
for all studies, nil authors, and all outcomes considered,
irrespective of variations in study quality using the standards applied in the AMRC review (National Collaborating
Centre for Mental Health, 201 I).
There was suggestive but not completely consistent evidence of modestly elevated rates of mental health probletns
in women having abortion compared with women having
unwanted or unintended pregnancy. These findings were
particularly evident for alcohol nnd illicit drug use but were
also evident for anxiety disorders and suicidal behaviours
for analyses using an unwanted or UJlintended comparison.
These findings were not observed in AMRC ftllalyses
(National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011)
which used those who were refused abortion in the Gilchrist
et al. (1995) study as a comparison group.

Discussion
In this paper, we have conduct.ed a re-appraisal of the evi-

dence reported in the Coleman (2011) and AMRC (National
Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011) reviews. The
focus of this assessment was upon examining the extent to
which abortion had beneficial outcomes by reducing the mental health risks of unwanted or unintended pregnancy. This
analysis focussed on five outcome domains using data from
14 analyses, reported in eight publications based on four stud•
ies. The principal finding of this analysis was that there was
no evidence for any outcome domain that the provision of
abortion was associated with signifiCl!Ilt reductions in mental
health risks. This conclusion beld when the data were

re-nnalysed to take into account measures of study quality.
The findings are also consistent with all major reviews of tlris
topic that have concluded either that: abortion is unrelated to
mental health outcomes (Charles et al., 2008; American
Psychological Association, 2008; National Collnhoroting
Centre for Mental Health, 2011) or is associated with increases
in risks ofmental health problems (Coleman, 2005, 2011 ). No
review has concluded that. nhortion bas beneficial conse-quences by mitigating the mental health risks of WIWanted
pregnancy, A recent study by Munk-Olsen and colleagues
{2011) concluded that the relative risks of mental disorders
amongst those having an abortion were similnr before and
after abortion while risks of mental disorders increased in
those having first births. However, this study did not directly
compare the mental health risks of those having abortion with
an equivalent group of women coming to term with unwanted
or unintended pregnancy. To date, tbere is no direct evidence
showing that women having abortion are at lower risk of
mental health problems than equivalent groups of women
coming to term with unwanted or unplanned pregnancy.
Because of the highly controversial nature of this topic,
it is useful to consider a number of possible limitations of
the study and responses to these.
It could be suggested that the paper lacks novelty and is
largely a restatement of what is already known. It is correct
that the statistical review in Table 2 is not original and is a
restatement of evidence previously reviewed. However, the
originality of the paper lies with the process of linking this
research evidence to an important research question regarding the mental health benefits of abortion. This research
question has substantial policy and clinical significance but
has been given Limited attention in the existing literature.
It may also be suggested that the studies reviewed contain multiple problems research design, lllllllysis nnd interpretation that prevent any clear conclusions from being
drawn. In comparison to the ideal oftesting the mental benefits of abortion using a randomized controlled trial, it is
clear that existing observational studies provide only limited and potentially flawed evidence on the mental health
consequences of abortion. However, this observation does
not impugn the validity of the conclusion that~ at the present time there is no crech"ble scientific evidence demonstrating that abortion hns mentnl health benefits.
In addition, it could be suggested that the comparisons
made in the study between those having abortion and those
having unwanted or unintended pregnancy do not provide
an appropriate test of the mental health effects of abortion.
A better comparison would be between those having abortion and those refused abortion. In addressing the resean::b
question. we have taken the approach used by the majority
of the reviews of the mental health consequences of abortion (Bradshaw and Slade, 2003; Charles et al., 2008;
American Psychological Association, 2008; National
Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, 2011) by comparing those having abortion with those coming to term with
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unwanted or unintended pregnancy. Further, to our knowledge, the only study that has compared those having abortion with those refused abortion is the re-analysis of
Gilchrist et al. (1995), conducted by the AMRC review.
This re-analysis found that, for a number of outcomes {psychotic illness, non-psychotic illlless, self harm), those
refused abortion fared worse than those provided with
abortion. with this difference being statistically significant
(p<0.01) for psychotic illness. This evidence suggests the
possibility that further studies making such comparisons
could demonstrate positive benefits for abortion. However,
at the present time the evidence is far too limited to conclude that abortion reduces any mental health risks of
unwanted or unintepded pregnancy.
Finally, it may also be suggested that Che integrity of the
review is compromised by the inclusion of studies from
authors well known for their pro-life views. Given the relatively smnll number of studies in this area and the controversial nature of the area, it was our view that the most
even-handed approach to reviewing the evidence was to
include all studies comparing the mental health outcomes
of those having abortion with comparison series of women
coming to term with unwanted or unintended pregnancy.
Further, it is clearly demonstrable that the study conclusions regarding the absence of benefit of abortion are not
influenced by study selection factors. Specifically, .irrespective ofratings of study quality, the data in Table 2 show
that there is no evidence of beneficial consequences of
abortion for: nll srudies; all authors and all outcomes. Of
the 14 ORs reported in Table 2, 13 are greater than I and in
all cases the one-tailed hypothesis of beneficial consequences of abortion is strongly rejected. Whether or not
certain studies are included or excluded from the review
docs not change these conclusions.
In summary, while there may be grounds for concern
that the evidence reviewed docs not adequately test the
research hypothesis, these problems of evidence quality do
not impugn the validity of the main study conclusion that at
the present time there is no credible evidence to support the
research hypothesis that abortion reduces any mental health
risks associated with unwanted or unplanned pregnancy
that come to tcnil. This situation may reflect the fact that
existing studies have not adequately tested the hypothesis,
or that the hypothesis is not conect, or both.
These conclusions have important, if uncomfortable,
implications for clinicnl ptactice and the in~retation of
the law in those jurisdictions {England, Wales, Scotland,
Australia, New Zealand) which require abortion to be
authorized on medical grounds. In these juri11dictions. the
great majority of abortions arc authorized 011 mental health
grounds (Statistics New Zealand, 2003; South Australian
Abortion Reporting Committee, 2008; Department of
Health, 2011). The present re-analysis suggesls that. currently, there is no evidence that would support this practice.
While it remains possible that abortion may mitigate any
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adverse effects of unwanted or unintended pregnancies, the
available evidence does not support this conclusion.
In tum, this conclusion suggests an urgent need to revisit
both clinical practice and the law in those jurisdictions in
which mental health groUDds are the principal criteria for
recommending and authorizing abortion. The history of
abortion ]aw and law reforms shows that this is likely to
resurrect politically uncomfortable and socially divisive
debates about access to legal abortion (Cica, 1998; Abortion
Rights, 2003; Abortion Law Reform Association of New
Zealand, 2011). It is probably awareness of these consequences that ex.plains the almost complete lack of discussion of the evidCDce for therapeutic benefits of abortion in
recent reviews of abortion and mental health. However, it is
our view that the growing evidence suggesting that abortion does not have therapeutic benefits cannot be ignored
indefinitely, and it is unacceptable for clinicians to authorize large numbers of abortions on grounds for which there
is, currently, no scientific evidence. On the face of things,
the most straightforward way of resolving these tensions
between the law and clinical practice in jurisdictions thnt
use health criteria as grollllds for authorizing abortion is to
extend these criteria to include serious threats to the social.
educational, or economic wellbeiog of the wome.n and her
immediate family as legitimate grounds for authorizing
abortion. This revision would more closely align the criteria for authorizing abortion with the multiple personal reasons (Broen et al., 2005; Finer et al., 2005) for which
women seek abortion.
It could be ;ugued that the lack of evidence of mental
health benefits for abortion may be explained by problems
of study quality including the selection of comparison
groups, the measurement of outcomes, the control of confounding, and related issues (Kendall et al., 2012), as noted
in previous reviews including that of the AMRC (National
Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, ZOU}, the MA
(American Psychological Association, 2008), and the

review by Charles et al. (2008). For c:xample, the majority
of studies in this area have used unintended pregnancy for
a comparison group. However, by no means all of those
having unintended pregnancy will find these pregnancies
UD.wanted. The use of an unintended pregnancy comparison
could therefore obscure possible benefits ofabortion. Some
re-assurance about this matter can be found from the fact
that the studies using an unwuntcd pregnancy comparison
group (Sebm{ege and Russo, 2005; Fergusson et al., 2008)
and the studies using unintended comparison groups
(Gilchrist et al., 1995; Cougle et al., 2005; Coleman, 2006;
Steinberg and Russo, 2008) produced generally similnr
AOR estimates. In all Cll$es, Q tests found no evideace of
significant between study heterogeneity in the AOR
estimates.
However, these deficiencies in study design are not sufficient grounds for concluding that abortion has beneficial
consequences, although they do suggest llie need
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for further and better research into this topic. One of the
interesting fmdings uncovered by this reapprnis11l is that all
of the nnalyses which have examined this issue using comparison groups of women who come to term with unwanted
or unintended pregnancy have been drown from four studies, with three ofthese studies not being explicitly designed
to research this topic. Jt is probably this lack of welldesigned research more than anything else that explains the
continuing controversies in this area. This situation has led
to reviews of this topic drawing strong conclusions about
the absence (AmeriCIIIl Psychological Association, 2008;
Charles et al., 2008; National Collaborating Centre for
Mental Health, 2011) or presence (Coleman, 2005, 2011) of
associations between abortion and mental health using limited data from studies that were not designed to examine
this topic.
A further finding of this review was that, contrary to the
conclusions drawn in the APA report (American
Psychological Association, 2008), the Charles et al. review
(2008) and the AMR.C review (National Collaborating
Centre for Mental Health, 2011), there was suggestive evidence that abortion may be associnted with small to moderate increases in risks of mental health problems with these
increases being most evident for substance misuse. The
exceptions to these findings were for depression and for
comparisons involving women refused abortion with those
provided with abortion. Because of the limitations of the
existing data ( American Psychological Association, 2008;
Charles et al., 2008; National Collaborating Centre for
Mental Health, 2011; Kendall et al., 2012) and the highly
controversial nature of this topic, it would be premature to
conclude emphatically that this evidence is sufficient
grounds for believing that abortion has adverse effects on
mentnl health. Equally, however, the generally consistent
evidence suggesting small to moderate increases in rates of
anxiety, substance use problems, and suicidal behaviours
does provide sufficient grounds for suggesting that further
and better research is needed before strong conclusions can
be ventured about this topic. Another area in which there is
need fot further research concerns the extent to which abortion has benefits for women and their immediate family in
other areas of social, educational, and economic wellbeing.
This research will be needed to evaluate the extent to which
any change to the law along the lines outlined above produces positive outcomes for women seeking abortion.
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Review article

Background
GiVen the methodotogical limitations of recently l)Ublished
qualitative reviews or abortion and mental health, a
quantitative synthesis was deemed necessary to represent
more accurately the published lllerawre and to provide
clarity to clinicians.
Alms
To measure the association between abortion and lndlcators
of ar:11/erse mental health, with subgroup effects calculated
based on comparison groups (no abortion, unintended
pregnancy delivered, pregnancy delivered) and particular
outcomes. A secondary objective was lo calculate
population-attributable risk (PAR) statistics for each outcome.
Method

After the application or methodologically based selectioo
criteria and extraction ruleS to minimise bias, the sample
comprised 22 studies, 36 measures or effect and ffl7181
participants (163831 el(l)f!rienced an abortion). Random
effects poOled odds ratios were computed using adjusted
odds rallos from the original studles and PAA slatisllcs were
derived from the pooled odds ratios.

Despite federul legiilis3tion of abortion in the USA in 1!173,
womi,n's right to .chao5e abortion has been hody debated,
fiictoring heavily into the broader political landscape. Paralleling
political division at the societal level, there has been considerable
debate among academics regarding the extent 10 which abortion
posu serious mental hC"Olth riJk.s to women. Over the p11St several
decades, hundreds of studies have been published indicating
statisticdly significant associations between induced abortion
and adverse psychological outcomes of various forms. 1-4 Howcvcr,
the authors of the three most recent qualitative literature revit:\95
arrived at the conclusion that abortion does not pose serious risks
above those essociated with unintended pregnancy carried to
term.s.-7 This conclusion is problrmBtic for several reasons. the:
most s.illent of which III"!! described briefly below,
F"ust, only a handful of studieJ have ac:tually included
unintended pregnancy C1rricd 10 tcim as a control group. Pregnancy
intendedness is not wdl defined in the lltc:raturc and basic conceptualisation and measurement Issues challenge the validity of
the Jnta1dednm variable as wed in the av.wable studies. Specific;;lly,
pn:gnoncics that are terminated are sometimes initially .intended by
one or both partners and pregnancies that are initially uniu1e11ded
may become wanted as the pregnancy progresses. midering assessment of intendedru:ss subject to consider.able change IIVl!r time.
In addition, pregnancy inttndcdnrss i5 typically mcasurrd
dichotomowly (intended/ unintended) when ttue respomcs may
actually f.ill on a continuum from fully intCDdcd and plwmed for
year& to entirely unintc:nded, with a great deal of variation likdy
between these two c:xtrtmes. At lC11St half of all pregnancies in the
USA nre clllSSificd es Unintended and among adolescml5 and
'1\10,nen ova 40 years old the pucentuge is over 75%,l.ll me!llling
the majcrity of women in the control groups in .stlldies comparing
abortion with term pregnancy actually delivi:red unintended
pregnancies
if the variable was not direc:tly assessed.

=

Results
women who had undergone an abortion experienced an
8196 increased risk or mental health problems, and nearly
10'1!, of tile Incidence of mental health prOblems was shown
to be attributable to allortlon. The strongest subgroup
estimates of Increased risk occurred when abortion was
compared with term pregnancy and Wilen the ouleomes
pertained to substance use and suicidal behaviour.
conclusfons
l1lls review offers u,e largest quantitative estimate of
mental health risks associated With abortion avallable
in the world litl!rature. Calllng into Question tile conclusions
from traditional reviews. the results revealed a moderate to
highly Increased risk or mental health problems after
abortiort consistent with lhe tenets of evidence-based
medicine, this information should Inform the delivery of

abortion sel\lices.
Declaration of Interest
None.

Second, mnny recently published studies with cxtr:nsivc
controls for third varillbles were not refiected in the three
recent reviews, with no l!Xplanation given as to why large Rgments
of the peer-reviewed literature were missing. For instance, in the
2008 rmew by <llarles er nl,6 sC"Veral of the studies that were
overlooked actlJlllly met the indusion critcria. 10-19 Similarly,
studies examining substanc:c misuse were not jnduded in two of
the three reviews, 6•7 with no rationale: for excluding them.
Numerous studies have dctnPnstratcd statistically significant
u.ssoc:iations between abortion and subsequent substance misuse,
a widely recognised illld prmtleat mental health problem.1 ,io.:m-=24
Third, .in all three literature 1"1:Views the choia of studies
locked mffic:imt methodologically based selection criteria.• 7 As
a result the sample of studies included was either toP brolld,
resulting in incorporation of results from numerous ,vcaka
studies, or too narrow, resulting in unjustified elimination oC
sound studies. Jronkally, the lnrgest rc:v!l!\V, by the Amcriain
Psychological Association Task Force, exemplifies bath problems
as the sclcaion criteria for one type of study (those \vith a
comparison group) were simply publication of empirical data
on induced abortion with at lea.st one mental health measure in
pcer-revi~d joumah in English on US and non-US samples:5
however, non-US samples were avoided entirely for a Sl!CODd type
of study (no comparison group) examined io this rmew without
an appropriate rationale, resulting in elimination of dozens of
methodologically sophisticated internatioDal studieJ. In the review
conducted by Robinson et al the authors mention having
identified 216 peer-reviewed papcra on the topic of abortion
and mental health and then note selection of q sample of studies
that 'eumpli(y common errors iil nsearch methodology' as well
llli 'major anicles that 11ttempt to comc:t the fiaws~7 No details
were offered regarding how swdies were chmen to lit into these
two categories.
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The fuurth troubling issue is the fact that quantification of
effects was not attempted by any of the three rescnrch teillnS.
Given the expansive literature on abortion and mental hc:ilth,
there is no reasonable justification for not quantifying effects. In
the only truly systematic rc:vicw available, published in 2003 by
Thorp er n~ stringent selection criterfa were employed and their
analysu of the largest and mange.st studies available resulted in
the conclusion that abortion is associated with an increased risk
of depression that may lead to sclf-harm.~ Owing to the: broad
objective of this review, which addressed physical complicatiom
as well, a wide range of mrotal health effects were: not =mined.
In this highly polititbc:d area of research it is imperative fur
researchers to apply scfontilkally b.ised evaluation s!'1ndards in a
systematic, unbillsed manner when synthesising and critiquing
research findings, If not, authors open themselves up to
accusations of shifting standards based on conclusions aligned
with a particular political viewpoint. Moreover, the results may
be dangerously misleading nnd result in misinformation guiding
the practice of a.bortion. Through a process of sy,tcmatically
combining the quantitative results from numerous studies
addressing the same bnsic question (e.g. 'is there an association
between abortion and mental hcalth?') far more reliable results
arc produced than from particular studies that are limited in size
and scope. Moreover, as a methodology wherein studies are
weighted based on objective scientific criteria, meta-analysis olfm
a logicnl, more objective alternative to qu11!italive rcvil:\vs when
the area of study is embedded in politiatl controvmy. Therefore,
in an effort to provide a long overdue, disp:uslonnle analysis of the
literature on abortion and mental health, the primary objective of
this review was to conduct meta-nn11!yses of associations between
induced abortion and adverse mental health outcomes
(depression, anxiety, substance use and suicidal behaviour) with
sensitivity to the use of distinct control groups employed in the
v:i.rious studies (no abortion, unintended pregnancy delivered,
pregnancy delivered). The focus was on studies published between
1995 and 2009 because of the considerable improvement in
research designs on the topic of post-abortion mental health in
reci,nt years. Contemporary research on 11bortion and mcntitl
health has addressed a number of shortcomings of the earlier work
by employing comparison groups with rontrols for third variables.
However, there has also been increased emphasis on incorporating
nationally representative samples, prospective designs, controls for
prior psychiatric history and compreheasivc assessments of
mental health outcome measures which in some CllSes included
actual medical records. A secondnry objective of this review was
to calculate: population-nttnoutahle risk (PAR) percentages using
pooled odds ratios derived from the meta-analysis subdivided
by outcome measum. These statistics reflect the incidaice of a
disorder in the exposed sample (e.g. women who have undergone
abortion) that is directly due to the exposure (the abortion
procedure). Both the pooled odds ratios and the PAR percentages
yielded herein provide readily interpretable indices of the mental
health conscqocnces of abortion and should offi:r new clarity to
the academic debate and 10 clinicians seeking information to
guide effectfve practice.

Inclusion criteria
Studies identified using the Medlinc: and P.syclNFO databases were
included in this review if they met the following criteria: n sample
sue of 100 or more pa.rticipmts; use: of a comparison group (no
abortion, pregnancy delivered or unintended ptegoancy
ddivered); one or more mentnl health outcome variables

{depression, an."tiety, alcohol use, marijuana use or suicidal
behaviour); controls for third variabie5; use of odds ratios to
express effect.! observed to facilitate calculation of readily
interpretnble pooled odds ratios and PAR statistics; publication
in English in peer-reviewed journals between 1995 and 2009.

Rules for extraction and synthesis of effects
In addition to the above criterfa, rules for c:xuacting and
synthesising data derived from the studies selected were d~eloped
based on the rerommc:ndations outlined by Llpscy,:zs to avoid
overrcpresentation of partirular samples and statistia.1
dependences among effects. and generally to ensure the most
conscrvntive and unbiased assemblage of results from the
individual studies exhibiting considerable variability in reporting.
(a) Relevant studies contributed II maximum of one effect per
outcome. When authors reported more than one effect per
variable based on separate analyses conducted for distinct
demographic groups, or when different diagnoses were
reported on within n general class such as anxiety or
depression, a composite odds ratio was derived to avoid
overweighting in favour of particular studies.
(b) When studies had more than one comparison group, selection
rules were employed to provide more weight to comparisons
wherein the control group was most closely matched to the
abortion group. Specifically, if 'unintended pregnancy
delivered' was used the results rdative to this group were
selected, and when only 'pregnancy delivered' and 'no
abortion' comparison groups were used, the effects pertaining
to the 'pregnancy delivered' group were selected.
(c) In situations wherein separate results w,:re reported based on
one v. two or more abortions, the results specific to one
abortion were seleaed to enable sampling of a more
homogeneous population. There are studies suggesting
differential ~ffects based on the number of abortions. 26 ·?7
(d) When particular authors used the same sample and varfablcs
in more than one publication, only the most rcccnt
publicntion was selected. When the same data-sci was wed
by different groups, both sets of results were included when
distinct samples were defined.

Statistical analysis
Meta-analyses were cond11cted using Comprehensive Met1-Annlysis
version 2.0 for Windows (Biostat, www.meta-nnulysls.com).
Random effects meta-analyses were computed bl!Rd on the sociodemographic heterogeneity of the study samples.0 The random
effects model takes into account tlvo sources of var.lance
(within.study error and variation in the true eff,cts across studies)
with the study weights designed to minimise both sources of
variancc.43 A pooled odds t11tio was compu1ed using the full 36
effects extracted. In addition, two sets of subgroup pooled odds
ratios were calculated based on the type of comparison group used
and on specific: forms of mental health problems. Adjusted odds
ratios with controls for third variables were used in nil the random
effects mela-analy=. Finally, PAR pm:eotages were computed
using the pooled odds ratios (OR) derived from the random
effects model subdivided hy outcome measures. The PAR
pe~ntages were calculated using the formula 10!) x (Px(OR-1))1
(1 + Px(OR-1)), where P.:ds the estimate of population exposure;
P;c Is calculntcd as c/ (c+ d), where c is the number of women in
the abortion group who did not experience the mental illness in
question and dis the number of women in the 'no abortion' group
who were identified as not having the mental illness examined.
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After applying the indusloo critcd11 and rules detailed !lbove, the
sample consisted of 22 peer-rcvii:wcd srudics {15 from the USA
1 these comprised 36
4~
ll!ld 7 from other countrie5);3 ~
meuures of effect (9 alcohol usl!/mbuse, 5 marijuanll, 7 anxiety,
11 depression. 4 suicidal behaviour) and a total of 871181
participants, of whom 163 831 had experienced an abortion (see
online Table DSI).
The first random effects meta-analysis, which included 36
adjusted odds ratios from the 22 studies identified, resulted in a
pooled odds tatio of t.81 (95% CJ 1.57-2,09, P<0.0001). The
results of this analysis indicated lhat women who have had an
abortion experienced an Ill% higher risk of mental health
probleins of various forms when compared with women who
had not had an abonion (Fig. 1). Results of a second random
effects meta-analysis, wherdn separate dfccts were produced
based on the type of outcome measure, an: provided in Fig, 2
All effects were statistically significant, with the largest pooled
odds ratio derived for marijuana use (OR=3.30, 95% CJ 1.647.44, P=0.001), followed by 5uidde behaviours [01l=2.55, 95%
CI l.31-4.96, P=0.006), alcohol use/mi.lose (OR==2.l0, 95% Cl
l.77-2.49, P<0.0001), depression (OR= 1.37, 95% CI 1.221.53, P<0.0001) and arooety (OR= 1.34, 95% CJ 1.12-1.59,
P<0.0001}. These results indicate that the lcvcl of increased risk

associated with abortion varies from 34% to 230% depending
on the nature of the outcome.
In the third random effects meta-11Dalysis (Fig. 3) three
separate pooled odds ratios were produced based on the type of
comparison group employed in the respeaive studies, When
women who had tenniDatcd a pregnancy were compared with
women who had not done so relative to all mental health
problems, the result was statistically significant (OR= 1.59, 95%
Cl J.36-1.85, P<0.0001). When WQmcn who tenninated a
pregnancy were compared with women who carried to term, using
the full set of mental health Yllriablcs, the result was considerably
str_onger (OR=2.38, 95% Cl 1.62-3.50, P<0.0001). Finally, when
'unin1ended pregnancy carried to term' operated as the
compilrison group. ihe result ,vas likewise statistically significant
and closer to the result relative to the 'no abortion' comparison
group (OR= J.SS, 95% a 1.30-1.83, P<0.0001). These data
indicate thal regatdlCi5 of the type of comparison group used,
ebortiop is associated with an enhanced risk of experiencing
mental health problems, with the magnitude of this risk ranging
from 55% to 138%.
The last set of analyses involved calculation of PAR
percentages based on pooled odds ratio estimates. The overall
PAR percentage was nearly 10%, with the range for particular
mental health problems atc:nding &om 8.3% for anxiety to
26.5% for marijuana use (Table 1). Jn addition, a pooled odds
ratiQ for the two large-scale studies in which actual suicide was

Statistics fer each stu6f

Study name

COieman 200610 a/ca
Co!eman2006~
Coleman et al
a/ca
Coleman et aJ '1!Xll""O ilnll
Coleman et al 2009:0 rlep
Coleman et al 200i2" alee,
Coleman et Bl 200520 a/co
COieman el al "El11..,. ala,
Calemao el Ill l!002"" marl}
COieman et Bl 2002lD erur
Coleman et al 2ll0210 dep
cougle et al 2005,. am
Cougle et al 2003,. dep
Dlnllle et a 21n121 aep
Dingle et al 20082' a/co
Dingle al al 20C611 BIii(
Dingle et Bl 2008"' marii
Fe,gusson et al 200822 su;c kll!illion
Fergusson et al 200822 alco
Fergusson et al 200IF aroc
Fergusson et aJ 2008'2 dep
Gilchrist et al 199533 self./la,m
Glssler et al 19963" su/c
Pedeison 21X17" ;J/CO
Peder.;on 'i!:Xfl 24 matij
Pederson 200835 aep
Reai'dan & cougle 20021' dep
Reardon et al 2004" a/co
Reardon et al 200439 mariJ
Reardon et al 200331 cJep
Reardon et al 2002" sulc
Rees & ~bla 200J4G dep
SClllillege & RU$SO zms" aep
Slelntlerg & RIISSO 200821 arwNCS
Stell1berg & RLIS50 200827 anx/HCFG
Tart & Watson 2008'2 dep
Total

Upper Odds
llmlt ratio
27.268 5.720
40.697 9.000
2.595 1,898
2.3'18 1.787

,.n6 uos

6.81(1
2.761
3.474
13.787
1.300
1.375
1.705
2.420
2.449
3,446
2.449
2.500
3.171
8.196

3390

1.620
2.396
8.55'1

1.140
1.160
1.340
1.639
1.500
2.100
1.500
1.500
1.!i10
2,880
3.649 2.130
2.224 1.310
2.611 1.700
9.784 5,900
3.717 2.000
t..&11 3.400
5.484 1.750

2.608 1.540
3,112 1.720
3.390 2.CXXl
2.623 1.924
S.665 2.540
4.S73 2.150
1,663 1.190
1.4:10 0.914
1.609 1.210
1.507 1.220
2.092 1.814

LOWer
lfm!t

z

Odds ratio anti 95'X. Cl

p

......--

1.200 2,189 0,029
1.990 2.854 0.004
1.388 4.014 D.000
1.360 4.171 0.000
1.111 2.841 0.004
1.688 3.430 D.txll
0.950 1.773 0.076
1.652 4.609 D.000
5.307 8.B14 0.000
1.000 1.958 0.050
Q.979 1.711 D.IJ87
1.053 2.381 0.017
1.110 2A85 0.013
0.919 1.620 0.105
1.280 2.93'1 0.003
0.919 1.620 0.105
CJ.900 1.556 0.120
0.818 1.377 0.168
1.012 1.982 0.047
1.2~ 2.752 D.006
o.m 1.000 0.317
t.1Q6 2.418 0.016
3.558 6.878 D.OIXl
1.076 2.192 0.028
1,803 3.782 0.000
0.558 0.96Q o.331
0.909 1.606 0.108
0.951 1.793 0.073
1.tl!O 2.575 O.DIO
1Ai1 4.140 o.cm
1,139 2.278 0.023
1.011 1.988 0.047
0.852 1.019 Q.3118
0.58B -0,400 0.689
0.910 1.310 D.1'10
0.988 1.846 0.065
1.573 8.195 O.lliXl
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Statlstli:s for each stul!V

Study name
AlcOhal

Coleman 200610
Coleman et et?JXYi"' ·
Colemari i,t Bl <009"
Coleman

et al 20053

COieman et al 2002"

Dingle er ai 20082'
Fergusson et al 2008"
Peoerson '2007"
Reardan et al 200439
,Ji

alcohol

Upper Odds
lfmit rallo

Lower
limit

27.268
2.S9S
6.810
2J61
3.474
3.446
8.196
J.717
3.112
2.494

5,720
1.898
3.390
1,620
2.396
2.100
2.880
2.IJOO
1.720
2.100

1.200
1.338
1.688
0.950
1.6S'2
1.2BO
1,012
1.076
0.951
1.768

2.348
1.300
1.705
2M9
3.649
1.420
1.609
1.599

1.71D
1.140
1.340
1.500
2.100
0.9M
1.210
l.340

1.380 4,171 0.000

1.n6
1,375
2.420
2.449
2.224
5.484

1.•os

z

Odds ratio illld 95'l!i Cl

p

------

2.189 0.029
4,014 O.OIXl
3.430 0.001
0.076
4.609 0.000
2.rm 0.003
1.982 0.047
2.192 0.02B
1.793 0.073
8.464 0.00>

~

,.m

..•

AllxJety

Coleman et et 2009"1D
Coleman et a l ~
Cougle et 1!12005:zi.

Dingle et al 20082'
FergUSSDn er al 2008,,
Steinberg & Russo 200827 NCS
Steinberg & Russo 2008'7 NCFa
Allwiely

Depiesslon

Coleman et al "lOCfi10

COieman et ar 2002..,

Cougle et Ill 2oai"
Dingle et al 20082 1

feliUSSOl1 etal2008,,
Pedersen 200835

Rearllon & cougte 2002'4
Reardon et at 20033"
SChmlege & l!USSO 2005"

All depression
Marijuana use
Coleman 200610
COieman er a l ~
Dingle et a1200811

Pedersen 200r•
Reardon et al 2004311
All mar!Juana use

Suicide and seir-11111111
Fergusson et a/ 2<Xlll" sulc lcteaUon
Gffchri5t et al 199533 self-hllrm
Gissler et al 199631 suic

Reardon et al 2002"' suic
AB 51liddeJsell-harm

0.017
0.105
ll.006
0.689
0.190
0.001

0.558
0.909
1.411
1.011
0.852
0.988
1.223

0.004
0.087
0.013
0,105
0.317
0.337
0.111B
0.000
o.~7
0.JOB
0.065
0.000

40.6'1"1 9.000 1.990
13JB7 8.554 5.307
2.500 1.SOO 0.900
6.411 3.400 1.803
3.390 2.000 1.180
7,441 3.503 t.649

2.854
8.814
1.556
3.782
2.575
3.261

0.000
0.120
D000
0.01D
0.001

2.623
4,573
1.663
1.507
1.535

Taft & Watson 200812

O.O!i'.l

2.841
1.711
2.485
1.620
1.000
0.960
1.606
~-140
1.988
1.019
1.846
5.421

2.6011

Rees & Sabia ';J1Jl"'

1.000 1.958
1.1153 2.381
0.919 1.620
1.243 2.752
0.588 -0.400
0.910 1.310
1.123 3.253

3.171
2.614
9.784
5.665
4.964

1.160
1,639
1.500
1.310
1]50
t.540
1.924
2.150
1.190
1.220
1.370

1.610
t.700
5.900
2.540
2.S52

1.111
0.979
1.110
0.919

o.m

0.818
1.106
3.558
1.139
1.312

•

0.01>4
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0.168
0.016
0.000
0.023
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significant result (OR=4.ll, 95% Cl 1.82-

PAR percentage of 34.9% was derived wing this

pooled odds ratio.

Based on data extracted from 22 studies, ihe r.,.uJu of this
meta-analytic: review of the abortion and mental hculth literature
indicate quite consistcnlly that abortion is asrociated with
moderate lo highly increased risks bf psychological problcm.s
subscquc:nt to the procedure. The magnitude of effects derived
varied based on the !'.llmparison group (no abortion, prcg11anc:y
delivered, unintended pregnancy delivered) and the type of
problem examined {alcohol use/misuse, marijuaria we, anxiety,
depression, suicidal behaviours). Overall, the results revealed that
womm who had undergone an abortion 1:Xpcrienced an 8196
inaeased ri5k of mental hr:altb problems, a.nd nearly 10% of the
incidence of mental health problems was shown tQ be dim:tly
atttibutable tQ abortion. The strongest effects wuc observed when
women who had had nn abortion Were compared with women
who bad carried to term and when the outcomes measured related
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Anxiety
Oepresston
Alcoltal use
Marijuana use
All suidclal behaviours

8,1
8.S
10.7
26.5
20.9

Sulc!de

34.9
9.9

All

to substance usi:- and suicidal behaviour. Grcnt aire was takeii to
assess accurately the risks from the most methodologically
sophisticated studies, 8Jld the quantitatively based conclusions
reDect data gathered on over three-quarters of a million 1vo111en.
0£ particul;ir significance is the liict that all effects entered into
the analyses wac adiU$ted odds ratios with controls for nwnerous
third v.iriables.

The finding that abortion is assac:iated with signi6cantly

higher risks of mental health problems compared with carrying
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Study name
Dellvely

Coleman et al 200a211 Blco
Coleman et al 2002"' a/co
Coleman et al 2002"' marl]

Coleman et al 2002"' 11/llC
COieman et al 2002'" dep
Coug!e et al 20031 ' dep
Gissler et al 1996"' $Ilic
Pederson 2008:io dep
nearcron et al 2CXl3"" dep
Rearoon et Ill 2002'" sulc
All delivery
No abOrrilll!
Coleman et al 2009"° a/co
Coleman 1,t al 200920 anx
Colem3n et al 2009"' dep
COieman et al 200526 a/co
Dif'IClle et al 200821 dep
Dlng1e et al 200821 a/CD
Dingle et al 2008"' anx
Dingle et al 2008., mar~
Pedersen 2007 2• ale
Pedersen '}f:J:)7•• marlj
Rees & Sabia 2007 40 aep

Steinberg & Russo 2000i• al))(!NCS
Taft & Watson 2008., dep

Att no abortion

Odds ratio am! 95% ct

Statistics for each study
upper Odds

runit ratlo

6.810
3.474
13.787
1.300
1.375

3.390
2.396
8.554
1.140
1.160

Lower
limit
1.688·
1.652
S.307
1.000

0.979

1.110
3.558
0.568
1.417
1.139
3.502 2.386 1.626
2.420 1.639

9,784
5.484
UZI
5.665

5.900
1.750
1.924
2.540

2.595
2.348
1.776
2.761
2.449
3.446
2.449
2.500
3.717
6.411
4.573
1,420
1.507
1.856

1.898
1.787
1.405
1.620
1.500
2.100
1.500
1.500
2.!XJO
3.400
2.150
0.914
1220
1.592

z

p

3.430
4.60,
8.814
1.958
1.711
2.485
6,878
0.960
4,140
2.278
4.443

0.001
0.000

--------....
.....
..

0.000

0.050
0.087
0.013
D,OJO
0.337

•

O.(Xl()

0.023
0.0CXI

1.388 4D14 0.000
1.380 4.171

1.111
0.950
0.919
1.280
0.919
D.900
1.076

2,841
1.773
1.620
2.937
1.620
1.556

2.192
1.803 3,782
1.011 1.988

o.cm

0,004
0.076
0.105
0.002
0.105
0.120
0.()28
0,000
0.047
0.689
0.065

0.588 -0.400
0.988 1,846
1.366 5.939 0.000

unintended pre§lraf!CY

Coleman 2006' area

27.268 5.72!J

1.200 2.189 0.029

40.6'17 9.000 1.990 2..ll54 0.004
Coleman 2006 10 mariJ
1.705 1.340 1.053 2.381 0,017
COUgle et al 200531 amFergusson et al 200!!22 Sll/c iaeaflon 3.171 1.610 0.818 1377 0.168

Fergusson et al 200822 a/co
Fergusson el al 200822 aror
Fergusson et at 200822 dep
Gflchrist Cl al 199533 se/f.hdrm
Reardon & Cougfe 200:13-' dep

Reardon et al 2004,. aJco
Reardon et al 2004" marfj
Schmiege & RUSSO 21Xl5'' dep
Sleinberg & RIJSSO 2008v anx/NCFG

All unintended pregnancy

8.196
3,649
2.224
2.614
2.608
3,112
3.390
1.663
1.609
1.!!36

2.880
2.130
1.310
1.700
1.540
1J20
2000
1.190
1.210
1.551

1.012 1.982 0.047
1.243 2.752 0.006
uro 0.317
1.106 2.418 0.016
0.909 1.606 0.108
0,951 1.793 0,073
1.180 2.57S 0.010
0.852 1.019 o.:aoa
0.910 1310 0.190
1.30il 5D82 0.000

0.772

0.0,

0.1

Favours no abortion

a pregnancy to term is ,onsistent with literature demonstrating
pmtcc:tivc effects of prr:gnnncy delivered rdative to particular mental
health outcomes. for example, with regard to suicide. Gissler et nl
reported the annual suicide rate for women of reproductive age to
be JJ.3 per 100000, whereas the rate was only 5.9 per 100 000
in association with birth.~4 Several other studies conducted in
different countries have revealed even lower rates of suicide
following birth when compared with women in the general population. •<--17 More n:seuch is needed to ClCU1line systematically the
specific narure of this protective effect against suicide, to determine
the extent to which the protective effect holds fur unintended
pregnancies ddivcred, and to c:x:unine possible pmtectM effects
of chl!dbirtb relntlve to other mental he:ilch variables.
When the abortion group was compared with the no
pregnancy group and with the unintended pregnancy delivered
group, the magnitude of the effects was very dose. This finding
challenges the generally accepted belief that unintended pregnanc:y
delivered represents the only or most approprinte control group
for studies designed 10 explore the impact of abortion on mental
health. Use of a no pregnancy delivCJ'l!d group may be a cleaner
control group, sini:e many women experience postpartum
depression and/or anxiety following childbirth. From a practical
standpoint, a no pregnancy ,ompnrison group should be
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considerably easier to ~cure than a group of women who deliver
an unintended prcgnanc:y.

Future reaearch
Future studies should explore possible process mechanisms
linking abortion 10 substance misuse and suicidal behaviour, sin"'
the slrongest effects were detected for these varinblcs. Far CJCUnple,
substance misuse and suicidal bi:baviour may result from efforts
lo block or avoid any psychological pain associated with the
procedure and may be construed as faster, easier remedies for
personal suffering than seeking profossinnal help. Women could
find it particularly difficult to reach out 10 others if they
cxpericoce shame or guilt associated with the abortion. Consistent
with the contemporary ethos of evidencc-b.uccl medicine whcrtln
effective use is made of the best available data from systematic
research, firm standards should be articulated for ao:essing and
synthesising information from the published literature for the
puq,ose of training healthcare pea;annel. The remlts of this
5jistematli:, quantitative review cast 3Ctious doubt 11n the
conclusions derived from the recently published traditional
reviews descn"bed =lier,s-7 and suggrst that there are in f.ict some
real risks associated with abortion that should be shared with
women as they are counselled prior 10 an abortion decision.
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Hcaltltcnrc professionals art rcsporuible for educnting patients
in n manner that rcflcct.s the cumnt scientific literature;
how~ the avaage pi:,ictitioncr does not gen=lly have the
time and expertise to study nnd attempt to resolve con.flkting
interpretations of the published research in order lo extract the most
relfable information. The responsibility therefore rests initially
within the research community to set aside pcoonal ideological
commitments, objectively examine i!ll high-quality published data,
and conduct analyses of the literature that are based on state-ofthe-an data anlllysis proa:dures, yielding readily interpretable
synopses as has been attetnpled here. O= this goal is satisfactorily
realised, professional organisations will faa: the challenge of
developing efficient protocols for informing practitioners and
for streamlining the duscmination of information to the public.
The US Preventive Services Tuk Fora: (USPSTF) within the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, which is a division
of the US Department of Health and Human Services (www.
ahrq.gov/clinic/3rduspstflmtings.htm), has identified basic
guidelines fur how scientific evidence should be used lo infoIIll
practice. These arc summarised below 11Dd are based on an analysis
of risks and benefits as established in the sde.ntific literature.
•

Le,,,el A; Good scientific: evidence iodicatcs the benefits of the
service substantially outweigh the risks with cliniciwu advised
to ducuss the service with eligible patients.

•

Level B: Fair scientific evidence indicates the benefits of the
service outweigh the risks with clinicims encouraged to
discuss the service with eligible patients.

•

Level C: At lc:nst fnir scientific evidence indicating benefits are
provided by the savice, but the balance between benefits and
risks precludes general rcc:ommcndations. Clini.dllllS are advised
to only offer the service if there 11re specinl considerations.

e

Lcvd D: At least fair scientific evidence indicates the risks of
the service outweigh benefits with clinicians advised not to
routinely offer the service.

•

Lcvcl I: Scientific evidence is deficient, poorly done, or
conflicting precluding assessment of the risk benefit ratio.
Clinicians arc advised to convey the uncenafnty of evidence
surrounding the service to patients.

Putative benefits of abortion
Procedure benefits of abortion have not been empirically
established and the results of the substantial review by Thorp et
al descn'bed nrlier in conjunction with the rc.ults of the present
quantitative synthesis indicate comid=ble c:vidence documenting
menllll health risks! Without more rW!arch pertaining to poss:ible
benefits, the above guidelines nre· difficult to apply. Jn one study
by Major ct at 1' the average response of the study respondent.I'
reflecting their positive post-abortion emotional renctioll5
(defined as 'hoppy', 'pleased' or 'satisfied') was 2.24 on a scale of
1 to S, with 1 corresponding to 'not at all' and a 5 rep.resenting
'a great deal'. The pussage of time apparently did not result In
more positive emotioll5, bocausc 2 ~ after abortion the average
rating dropped by a 51.ntistic:.tlly &ignificantly lllDOUDt lo 2.06. A
few additional stodics have addressed associations between
abortion and educational attainment, Income and other outcomes
of this nature, which may be construed as indiriect indicators of
mental hea!th;'a.49 however, mental be.tltb benefits have received
scant direct attention in the literature.
Con=ns regarcling the deficient positive effects literature
were echoed in an edicorial published in the P~iatric Bullttin,50
in which Fergusson questiooed the legitimacy of justifylng over
90% of UK nbortions based on the presumption that abortlon

offers the benefit of reducing mental health risks 11.5,1oclated with
continuing the pregnancy. Fergusson specificnlly slllled:
Al!llough decision$ on whelh!!r to proceed l'lilh Induced DbOlllon ore made on Ille
basis of ciolcol ossesim•nts of lhe exteJlt to which aborlfon pases a rlSk to matemnl
menl;JI health, these dlrJoll Ds:5e59Tlents are not currentfy supported by po]lU!ollon·
level evidl!nCe showing 1he provision OI obor1icn reduces mental health rlsl:s for
women tuMng U11W11ntell pregnam:y."'

Until sound evidence documenting mental health benefits ofabortion
is avail11ble, clinicians should convey the current state of uncertainty
related to benefits of abortion in addition lo sharing the most
accurate information pertaining to statistia!ly validated risks.

strengths and limitations of this review
Motivated by the shoncomiDgs of previous non-quantitative
efforts 10 synthesise and analyse a comph:,; literature prone to
biased interpretation&, I have attempted in this study to evaluate
systematically a wealth of data on the topic of abortion and mental
health. The use of inclusion criteria that rC5Ulted in incoiporation
of the largest and strongest studies published in cccent years is an
obvious strength. However, the review is dearly not exhaustive as
only a 15-ycar publica.tlon window was c:xnmincd and studies that
did not incorporate II comparison group were not a.nalysed. There
is a strong need for a quantitative review of literature examining
the hundreds of studies that have bceo conducted on s;unplcs
of women who obtained abortions without inclusion of a
comparison group. As noted previously, the review of literature
conducted by the American Psycholosical Associlltion Ti!Sk Force
confined their examination of this study form to US samples.5
Another limitation of my study relates to the lack of uniformity
in c:ontrol variables, demographic characteristics of the samples,
laigth of time between the procedure and the follow-up 955esmients,
and coosiderable variation in how the outcomes were measnred.
lt is encouraging to note that methodologically sophisticated
studies on the topic of abortion and mental health arc being
published at 11 significantly high!'!' rnte than ever before.
Researchm throughout the world are seeking to understand the
experience of induced abortion more fully and are increasingly
willing to take on a subject that bas been shrouded in political
controversy and has not received the scholarly attention lt
deserves. The latest example is a study based on National
Comorbidity Survey - Replication data by Canadian research..rs
Mola d al.51 This 2010 study wus published after the analyses
1'poned herein were conducted; however, its results a.re startlingly
similar. Statistically signi6cant assodations were observed between
abortion history and a wide range of mental health problems after
controlling for the experience of interpenonal violence ond
demographic variables. When compared with women without
on abortion history, women with a prior llbortion aperlenced a
61 % inacn.sed risk of mood disorders. Abortion was further
Iinkcd with a 61% increased risk of soi:ial phobia, 11I1d incru.cd
the risk of suicide Ideation by 59%. ln the realm of substance
misuse, the nbortion-rd11ccd increased risks for alcohol misuse,
alcohol dependence, drug misuse, drug dependence and any
substance use disorder were 261%, 142%, 313'){,, 287% and
21!0% rcspcc:tivdy. Population-attributable risk percentages were
likewise similar, ranging from 5.6% to 24.7%.' 1

concluding remarlcl
This review was und~cn in an effort lo produce n.n unbiased,
quantitative analysis of the best available evidence addressing
abortion as one risk factor among many others that may increase
the likclihood of mental health problem,. Tiic composite results
reported herein indicate that abortion is 11 itatistlcnlly validoted
risk factor for the development of various psychological disorders.
Howrn:r, when the independent varlabie cannot be ethically
ma.nipulated, as is the case wilh abortion history, definitive causal
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conclllSions are precluded from both individual studies and from
a quantitative synthesis such as this one. Although an answer to
the causal question is not readily discerned based on the data
available, as ruorc prospective studies with numerow controls
arc being published, indirect evidence for a causi!l connection is
begioning to emerge.
P!lscllla K. Coleman, ~rlllJ/l D<Mllll!lll'lent and Fainny Sl!JClies. 16 D FCS
Suileing, BIIWllllS Green Sliltc Un.\'e.'3ity, 6aM''1g Green, Chia 43402, USA.
fm1ij; pt0:1!1Tl<lct)gnelllgsu.e<ll
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The State of AR
County of Boone

My name Is Micki
I am over Iha age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make !his declaratlon. I have personal knowledge of \he facts stated in this declaration, and I declare under
penalty of perjury the following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Atlanta GA

07/11974

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
14
3, What type of abortion was parformed?

saline
4. Were you adequately informed

Q. Yes

or the nature of abortion, what It is, what fl does?

@ No

I was forced lo have this _abortion by my ex-husband, an Atmy officer, who fall another child would
adversely effect his military career. II not only broke my heart when I killed my unborn chlld. but lt kilted
my love for my husband and eventually dastroyed my mamage.

5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

C

Yes

0

No

I had no Idea of lhe menlal,emoUonal and physical toll II would take on my llfe. It was, lnd~ed. a fifeshattering experience and an example c:lf post [rauma!lc shock syndrome at !Is worst

6. Were you lnfonned of any link between abortion and breast cancer?
OYes ~ No

7. Have you had breast cancer?
GYes

el No

n. DJd anyone- pressure you lnto having an abortion?
@Yes O No
My eit-husband.
9. How has abortion affected you?

I spent years struggllng with grief. remorse and guilt. It took much counseling and f1118lly a divorce
before I could allow myself to receive God's mercil'ul forgiveness for this horrific ad.
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?
II caused me to hate my ex-husband. It caused him the same kind or ernolional distress, and our
relationship was ulUmately destroyed. It affected my chUdren, ~md my step-daughter round herself doing
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the same thlng in her life and struggl!ng with the same Issues for years.

11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
Please don't do il Ba responsible and raspect your yourself. Jf you get In that posllion, don't le! anyone
convince you that this Is a "way out" and will "be over before your know it• II will not •be over before
you know it,• and it Will effect your rue for years and years to come. 11 can even destroy you.
12. Based 011 your own experfence, what would you ten a court that belleves abortion should be
legal?

Our laws should be wlit!en to protect our cillzens, and the legalization or abortion has made it legal to
destroy lhe 11Ves of men, women and children In this naHon with the court's blessings! Please change
the law lo protect us!

·1 declare under penalty of pefiury under the laws of the Un!led States of America !hat the foregoing Is true
and correct."
Executed this dale: 6(16/2008
Please use my Fufl Name

Signature

~
My signature evidences my aulhori2alion lo use this declaraUon for an purposes.

0 I also authorize The JusUce Foundation to file Friend
eborllon,

or the Court btiefs on my behalf to ban or restrict

3
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The State of AR
County of Benton

My name Is Llsa ·
. •. I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaralian. l have personal knowledge of the facts staled in lhls daclaratron, and I declare under
penalty of perjury the foUowlng:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

TX
/11987
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

14
3. What type of abortion was performed?
Suctlon Aspiration

4. Were you adequately fnformed of the nature of abortion, what it Is, what lt does?

0

Yes

0

No

I was told It was a mass of !issue. I was NOT told that al the time or my abortion, all arteries are
present, Including Iha coronary vessels or the heart and that blood was funy clrcula11ng through these
vessels lo all body parts. I was NOT told that the "mass of tissue• had complete vocal chords and that
the brain was fully fanned and that the "mass of UssueD had organized muscles, could feel pain, suck

it's thumb, and had eye lids that protected Its delicate opllcal nerve fibers. I was NOT told that the
nutters I felt were actually kicks and movements of the •mass or tissue".•• of cou~. Jdid hear them
say in the middle of lhe abortion "she Is farther along than we lhoughl" as I crted for them to stop••• "It's
loo l1;1te, honey. You did the lighl thing. Now, you can go on wilh your lire.• I coukl hear lhe water
running in lhe sink nearby. I !hen heard a blg plop•.• ·orct you just throw my baby In the trash?" I
thought. ... Then they sJmffied me out the back way.
5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

Q Yes 0 No
I was not told thal I would never forget anything. I was not tofd I woukf experience deep despair and

lonely scars of regret. I did not bring enough money to be put lo sleep through the "procedure'".- so I
was awake the whole time. They numbed me. I felt no physical pain.•• but I wfll never forget the tugging
and the pufllng. I wlll never forget the sound or lhat vacuum. Instead, I was told I did the right thing. It
was Just a mass of tissue. Thal I could go on with my life. I am 40 years old With 8 living chUdren. Two
of my children are adopted. I have never forgotten my first child. The chDd murdered by having an
abortion because lhay kept assuring me ii was a mass of tlssua. Who gets attached to a mass or
tissue? A mass of llssue that could easily be aborted, forgotten, right? No....no. Nol a •mass of
tissue•. A llfe wonderfully made, knit within my womb. A llfe destroyed. Uterany ripped from my body. I
can't forget. J will never forget.
6. Were you Informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?
SYes

® No

7. Have you had breas, cancer?

Q Yes el No
8. Did anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?
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5.
C

Yes

0

No

I pressured myself. I was afraid lo hava a baby.
9. How has abortion affected you?

l became pregnant as an older teen. My rather begged me NOT to abort So I went to my molher. She
left my dad, me, my sister and brother when I was 6 years old. She look me to the hospital lo get an
exam. They asked me, after !hey confinned that I was pregnant, if I wanted to cany the baby to full
term or abort the mass or tissue. Since I had no attachment to a ~mass of tissue" I figured this would
be no big deal. My mother gave ma the money I needed to hava lhe abortion. She dropped me off at lhe
clinic. I was alone and had no Idea what I was doing. I did not bring enough money 10 be put to sleep
through lhe "procedura"••• so l was awake the whole time. They numbed me. I felt no physical pain•••
but I wm never forget the tugging cind the pulling ... lha sound of the vacuum.. After Iha abortion, I was
shuffled out !he back way. I sat alone on the curb oulslde, waJUng for my mother to come pick me up.
She was an hour late. They told me I would forget about the "mass of tissue' and be able to go on with
my lire, but I was havlng nfghlmares every nlghl. For many years, a day did not go by that I did not
contemplate suicide. Guilt, sorrow, loss of dignity and deep shame are lhe most felt responses after an
abortion. I experienced deep despair and lonely scars of regret. Though forgiven, I wm never forget.

10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?
When my oldest 2 children found out, it devastated them that I would do that, They were angry with me
and could not understand why I would ever do such a thing. I spoke for CareNel Crisis Pregnancy
Centers fundralser one year and then gave my abortion tesllmony on the radio. I hired a babysitter to
watch my children. I had NO IDEA she would listen to !he lestlrnony on the radio with my children
listening. I wanted to tell them myself When lhey were a bit older. It was a very drfficuft Ume. They
asked so many hard ques!lons. Especially "Why•_. I sllll have a hard lime answering that I can't
answer that. By Iha grace of God alone, I have an amazing life now. With 6 child<en. precious gifts from
God, I do not take lire for granted. Most especially in fight of having experienced lha nightmare horror of
abortlOrt and even the fact that I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis In 1999. I by to five evesy
moment to its fullest because the value of life, Iha value of living, should never be taken for granted.
11. Based upon your experrence, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?

Please choose Ufa. Your life should never be taken for granted. Please do not take for granted the life of
Iha chlld being knit together In your womb by the hand of God. What Is Inside of you Is not a "mass of
tissue• You hava a choice. You can have lhe memories of a chlld befng knit in your womb and given the
chance lo live. Perhaps even giving a famny who cannot have a chlld the opportunity to provide a lavlhg
home f'or your baby. or You can have the memory of a baby being ripped from your womb. A llfe abonad
with the only excuse of Inconvenience. A choice that w!II haunt you for the rest of your life. Choose a
memory that will bless you and not haunt you. Please._ choose fife.
12. Based on your own experlonce, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
legal?
Women aren't forced fo bear chfldren, lhey choose to bear children by Iha act of haVing sexual
Intercourse. {rape or Incest account fQr less than 1% of legal abortrons.) If a man chooses not to be e
father, he is considered a dead-beat loser. If a women chooses not lo be a mottiar, she Is kindly
labeled pro-choice. Why? Abortions based on the mothers he.allh account ror 3% or abortions.
Abortions based on the baby's health account
3% of abortions. Most women pll!SUing abortion reel
selfishly Inconvenienced by pregnancy. 1.5 Mllllon babies are being aborted every year. Thai Is over a
mlfl!on babies dying due to lnconvenienca. This Is net a mess or !issue. This is life. A baby. A person ...
and 100% or a person's geneUc makeup is delennlned et the moment of concepllon. Science and
medicine define being a person (human) by geneUc means. No one Is saying th&l babies should have
rights equal to or superior to a woman's. Babies simply have a rfght lo life. Every child is a wanted
child. The oplion of adoption ls a far healthier option and there are endless llsls of ramilles walling and
longing lo adopt those babies. Abortion Is not a choice about women's value, family, carear. how to Jive
lhefr-llvas, or when or whether to have chfidren. Abortion Is a cholce between allowing an unborn baby
to llve or killing IL

ror

•1 declare under penally or pesjury under !he laws of the Unlted states of Amenca that the foregoing ls !rue
and correct.
M

Executed this date: 6/9/2009
Please use my Full Name
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Signature

~
My signature evidences my aulhorizalfon to use this declaraUon for all purposes.

@ I also authorize The Jusll'ce Foundallon lo me Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.
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The State of AR

County of Craighead

My name ls Linda

• I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declarallon. I have personal knowledge of !he facts staled In this declaration, and I declare under
penalty of perjury the following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

San Francisco CA
11/15/1972

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

12
3. What type of abortion was performed?

O&C
4. Were you adequately Informed of the nature of abortion, what it is, what It does?

0

Yes® No

I was receiving trealernanl from a planned parenthood clinic. I don'I even remember the word abortlon
being used. I was very sick and In a very abusive marriage,had an Infant son and totally Isolated rrom
friends and family. (My recollection is very vague on a lot of the detaUs and the dale, exact location and
lime, etc..)
5. Were you adequately infonned of the consequences of abortion?

0

Yes

el No

Again, I don't recall !he word abortion being used. Seems the word D&C was used. Tuey were going to
make me feel better. Physically I did, emotlonally, I've never been the same since.
6. Were you Informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

C Yes® No
7. Have you had breast cancer?
@ves

O

No

8. Did anyone pressure you into having an abortion?

0

Yes·@ No

Influenced yes.
9. How has abortion affected you?

There Is seldom a day that goes by I do not think of my son and whal he could have accompfisned In
this vrorld. The IQSS never goes away. A:s my chlldren are having chadren there is the ever present
realization Iha! there Is a generalfon forever losL
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

Depression, self destructive behaVior, railed relationships. marriages, breast cancer. ~ I told my
children they were devastaled and ll took a while to re-bulld there cortfidence In their mother.

11. Based upon your experience, what would you ten a woman considering abortion?
Whalever Is golnJ:J on In your fife, II ls temporaiy!Abortion is forever! You can make II throu~h. There era
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Pregnancy Crisis Centers available lo assist you physlcally, emolianally and splrtually. I wonder had
their been a PRC available lo me would my firs have been different?
1.2.. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes aborUon should be

legal?
Would you fake your Innocent Infant ctu1d or grandchild and cut it lo pieces and throw it away? Abortion

is no dlrferenll

"I declare under penalty o/ petjury under Iha laws of the United Stales of Amertca that the foregoing Is true

and correcL •
Executed !his date: 7/29/2008

Please use my FUii Name

Sfgnature

~~
My signature evidences my aulhorizaUon to use this declaralion for all purposes.

@ I also au!horize The Juslfca Foundation to rue Friend of lhe Court briefs 011 my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.
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The State of AR

County of Whfte

My name is A

H

I am over the age of eighteen years, ancl I am of sound mlnd and competent to

make !his declanilion. I have personal knowledge or the facts slaled In this dedaraUon, and l declare under

penalty or perjury the fcUowlng:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Minneapolis MN
07//2006
2. How many weeks pregnant wero you?

12
3. What type of abortlon was performed?

Medical Induced

4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what It does?

1£1 Yes E! No
5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

•

Yes

0

No

I had no Idea of the intense emotional and psychological pain I would experience for years after the

abortion.
6. W!!re you Informed of any llnk between abortion and breast cancer?

C

Yes

81 No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

0

Yes l!?.l No

B. Did anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

G Yes !ID No
8. How has abortion affected you?
It has caused depressslon, anxiety, reelings or guilt and shame, the lnabnlly lo fo1t1lve myself. the
trauma of having lo hide a painful secret from my famffy and problems sleeping.
10. How hes your abortion affected others tn your life?

It has made ft so my famlly cannot really know me and has bumeded my marriage.
11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?

It may seem l!ke the bast thing to do bot you wlll experience parn laler on. It took me $veral years to
grieve the death of my child. Thal ullimately Is what a woman Who has had an aborton must come to
terms with. There was a baby and that baby is no longer here. It Js a tem'ble realital!on.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that beJievas abortion should be

legal?
The practice of abortion Is barbaric. The santlty of life must be respected at all stages. If our country is

to be built on human liberty we must choose me ror every human being.
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'1 declare under penalty of peijury under lhe laws of the United Stales or Amertca that lhe foregoing ls true
and cotrecL•

Executed this dale: 10/25/2010
Please use my Initials Only

Signature

jlMy signature evidences my authorizaUon lo use this declaration ror all purposes.

~ I also authorize The JusUce Foundation to file Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf lo ban or restrict
abortion.
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.· If someone you know has had an abortion, encourage them to complete this form.

The Stntc
County of

o~4S

"My mmu?is
competent ro mllkc lh

ti1:,

1

e

.
.aJ!l..-· l nm over lhe age ofl!iglltecn yi:nrs, and I am or sound mind nnd
ration. I have pcrsd.Q,AI lcnowlcdgc or the facts stated in tltis deelnrntion, nnd ( dcclsrc under pcnnlty

of pcrj ary tl11? following:

Sl Were you infonncd ofnny fink between nbortion :md btcilSt cancer?

~

•

Yes

0

61 Did 11nyonc pressure you into ho~ nn 11bonion? D Ycs
1f y wlio? --:--.-:--.----.--r-:---r--:=-~,..,--7) How hl!S 11banion alTCC!al you? J.-~,1:t,d~(J,$:e_l.D..1,f.f!l:!;,Q..,)'bRLJ~~~./8~!-'.14,::;ri~:;.8:'U!.'!!f._,i;.~~ll}jt;!/..J.J~~~r2Z"Ja.a,g,Rt

"I declnre under pennlty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is trbe nnd correct."
Executed this ;f')./1,, day or Sl..\ML.
Pleas& uso my: IB"Ftill nome

•

You m

contact rne

•

•

, 20.E.8._.

Ffrst 1111me ouly O lalllnl$ only

Oo not contact. me

Signature:~
My !.fgnaturo:.,oences my~rtutlcn
le usa lhJs dm:lat:il1cn for B!I puiposas

THE FOLLOWING PERSONAL INFORMATION IS KEPT CONFIDENT[A.L BY THE JUSTICE FOUNDATION
(Pleusc print clr,arlpJ

liiTI also authorize The Jost.Ice FoundnllDn to mo fi'rk!nd or lhc Court briefs o.:"'111y bchlllf 111 ban or restrict nbortJon.
~~~,>j;ill~~~t~rfii/m~{!i_~24.µe@~t?.i:!-b:~r.i?tf;~9m41~tiiiiJ()F,otif!{~efifkfj_:£!§flrii~~.ijgfi.J£!i!fij~\~w~~~p-er~floijoht~1y;of~f:D:;t

:;\;' ~:.>J,,·:,\r Rem rn .To:TlierJtisUce Fciundatlon :;a122 ·D~tifpbiiifDrive:~ Sul tifa12:~ SanAnteiriii:i;~lX-.78229 >:', ,:-:: : /-:: 'f,

Jl;~~~~~;!Oh¥,:';:;]~J~~~-~;-~~1u·0;11r.~~~:1~aG9~A~pp_r.¢8YJ16$:f32?,~)::N€~f!;~~!P.~{;~.$P.~:fl8!;~~1F.~~~-43~~;:~~~):U~:t\~:{:.;'ifr~<
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The State of AR
County of Benton

I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaralJon. I have personal knowled~e of the racts stated In lhis dectaratfon, and I declare under
penalty or peljury the ro11owtn9:
My name ls Morgan

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Oklahoma Clly OK
12/14/2002

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
10

3. What type of abortion was performed?
O&C
4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what it is, what It does?

!ID Yes O No
5, Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

0 Yes O No
6. Were you Informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

CYes 0 No
7. Have you had breast cancer?

C!Ves @No
B. Dfd anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

QYes @No
9. How has abo.rtion affected you?
I sufferend severe depression. I cried for no reason et all times. I was sleeplng for 20 hours a day,
unable to cope with others.
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

They've come to terms wllh my decision, but It still effects dally actlvi!les.
11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a WQman considering abortion?
Don't do It. Do anything else you can, tell your parents end loved ones-no matter lhe consequences.

12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
legal?

IS
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Thal !hey should have lived with me for the two years I was llyln gto keep It a secret. That they should
be forced la live through severe depression, With no one teaJJy understanding whal lhey're gorng
through.

"I declare under penalty of pe~ury under the laws of the Unlled States of America that the foregoing is true
and correct.•
Executed this date: 711/2008
Please use my First Name
Signature

My signature avfderices my aulhorlzallon to use this declarallon for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundation to file Friend of the Court briers on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.
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the State of AR
County of pu1askl

My name Is P
O
I am over the age of eighteen years, and I em of sound mind and competent lo
make this declarallon. I have personal knowledge of the racts stated In lhts declaration, and I declare under
penalty of petjury lhe following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

little rock AR
09//1980
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

e
3. What type of abortion was perfonned?
I didn't reali?e lhere was more than one kind of abortion
4. Were you adequately Informed of the nature of abortion, what it Is, what it does?

G

Yes

00 No

I was told that ft was just a blob of protoplasm, and not alive. I was told that It couldn't feel pain
beaiuse it wasn't aOve.
5. Were you adequately infonned of the consequences of abortion?

G Yes El No
At the lime, I didn't realize there would be consequences. I'm not sure ff yoU're referring to physical or

emoUonal consequences.
6. Were you Informed of any llnk between abortion and breast cancer?

Oves

@No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

•

Yes @No

8. Dfd anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

0

Yes

el No

9. How has abortion affected you?

For years, I believed 1hat because it was a blob, no harm dona. It wasri't alive. It didn't feel pain, so It
wasn't yet a ,;baby". When I realized that this wasn't true, I felt great shame for many years.
10. How has your abortion affected others in your life?

I only lold those who would be supportive. To my knowledge, they didn't li'llnk much about IL To this
day, my own mother doesn't know. I didn't tell her because she was one of those people who judges,
name calla, etc. I was 19, and the rf;llher was 33. If I had known !he truth, l would have endured ell of
that iather than IJve with whet I did, which was ordering the mLJrder or my child. I know lhal theie would
have been others Who would have slood in support of my d!!cision to have the baby, lncfudlng my
father.
11. Based upon your experience, What would you tel( a woman considering abortion?

Your baby ls snve, and Is a real baby at every staRe whlle In the womb. JU1't because 1he government

1'1
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says ll's nol alfve doesn't mean It is so. ll has been proven sclenllfically, as well as splritually that Iha
baby Is alive the very second It fs conceived. lrs human at every stage.

12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that belreves abortion should be
legal?
Stop lying to women about lhe chHd not being able to feel pain, and about it not being •rear untB fl's
Uuee months old. fl's deceptive and cruel lo the chl!d as well as lhe molher. ihe government has no
business keeping this fact from the mothers. The mothers are already confused and scared-deception
only enforces the guilt that comes later, and never goes away. Telling these women the lruth Is the only
fair lhlng lo do. Take the responslbillly that goes wilh our position. Women deserve better.

·1 declare under penalty of perju,y under the laws of the Unlled Stales or America that the foregoing

and correct•

rs true

Executed fhis date: 6/22/2009

Please use my Initials Only
Signature

p

0

My signature evidences my aulhorization to use lhls declaration for all purposes.

0 I also authorize Tha Justice FoundaUon to file Friend
abortion.

or the Court briefs on my behalf lo ban or reslricl

ff,
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The State of AR

County of Crittenden
My name is Dfckle ,
•, I am over the age or eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent
lo make this declaralion. I have personal knowledge of the facts staled rn !his declaratlon, and f declare
under penalty of perjury lhe following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Memphis TN

//1976
2, How many weeks pregnant were you?
6

3, What type of abortion was. performed?
I don't remember
4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what it ls, what if does?

n

Yes@ No

I was told !hat it was not a life. I did not realize lhen what I know now.

6. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

0

Yes @No

I was told !here would not be any after effects and or course then I only though of lhe physical effects.
6, Were you informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

n

Yes~ No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

r: Yes

~ No

8. Did anyone pressure you Into havrng an abortion?

0

Yes® No

9. How has abortion affected you?
I have trouble having a relationship with my husband. I don't like lo be around babies and I do not want
to hold one. I have numbness on my left side and I feel like 11 is a result of thaL I have lower abdomen
pain aD the time and I reel like that Is also a result. Toe mental effects seem as If lruly wlR never go
away. I have had 2 abortions.

10. How has your ebortfon affected others Jn your life?

I really don't think my husband reaHzas how I have been affected. We don't talk about IL I don't think he
understands the reason for my leek ofin!erest in a physical relationship.

11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
First !hat she Is taking the life or a human being. I would ten her thal God condemns murder. That He Is
the Creator of all lhlngs and He created that chUd she is canylng. I would tell her how nhas affectad
me even though I know lhal God forgave me when I was saved. I would ask her lo consider adopllon
rather than abortion.

I t:y
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12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
legal?
If I could go back, I would nol have had ellher abortion. r would go throtJgh With my pregnancy. I would
have sought good Blbllcal counser,ng. I would tell them that the physical effects and the mental effects
last a llfetime. I would explain that I have not been able lo fulfiU my duties as a wife. I would explain to
them there is such great mental anguish.

·1 declara under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States or America that !he foregoing ls true
and correct.•
Executed this date: 1121/.2009
Please use my Full Name

Signature

Jl~
My signature evidences my authorizallon to use this declaratlon for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice FoundaUon to file Friend or the Court brJefs on my behalf to ban or reslrlct
abortion.
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The State of AZ
County of Pfma

My name Is Dartane
• I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make thfs declarallon. I have personal knowledge of lhe facts stated In this declaration, and I declare under
penalty of pedUTy the rollowlng:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Bethesda MO
09/0911978
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

8

3. What type of abortion was performed?
Suction
4. Were you adequately Informed of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what It does?

R Yes® No

I was told that au Iha! was Inside me was a blob of tissue.
5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

0 Yes el No
The only lnfonnallon I received was to contact a docf.or 1r I had continued bleeding or pain.
G. Were you informed of any llnk between abortion and breast cancer?

Gves

@No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

•

Yes® No

8. Old anyone pressure you into having an abortion?

• Yes @No

9. How has abortion affected you?

As soon as the abortion began, I began to feel sick to my stomach. As It continued, I knew Wllhout a
doubt that I was kllnng a child, that it was nol a mere blob of tissue as they had said. Al this point, I
wanled lo stop It, but I beffeved It was too late and !hat !he dernage was done. For years I had to carry
the guilt of killing my own child. I later earned four children and wllh each child, fur nine monlhs, I was
consumed with guilt over the murder of my firs! child. Make no mistake, abortion IS murder. Even after
30 years, the pain still fingers.
10. How has your abortion affected others In your llfe?

Most women I know feel bad about having had abortions. What I have found most ln!erestlng is that
many women wm condone and defend abortion because Ir they admit it Is wrong, they wm have to admit
they were wrong. They don't want lo race what thciy have done.
11. Based upon your experience, what would you lelf a woman considering abortion?

I would tell her lhal she WJ11 live lo regret H. I would Inform her that there are many resources out there
that would help her and her chfid. I would tell her there are many, many people cul there who would love
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to have a baby, and can't who would be happy to raise their child. I am so convinced that abortfon Is

wrong Iha! I have offered to help raise the chlldren or many yolmg girts who were considering abortion.
Oddly enough. when many youn.9 glr!s hear that you would be wmrng lo lake and rafse the child, they
reallze the value of 1hat chUd, and !hey keep It rather than klll iL

12. Based on your own experience, what would you ten a court that beJleves abortion should be
legal?
I would tell the coLUt that abortion ls murder, and that all you have to do is have one lo know that l
would tell the court that murder is murde, and nobody has the right to take the life of an Innocent I
would tell the court that Just because a woman Is carrying a child no more gives her the right lo 101111,
than she woU/d have 1r she had a!Ieady delivered !he child. I would lei! the court that by allowing women
to l<IB their chlldren, !hey are not only killing the children, but they are damaging the women/girls, and
society as a whole. The less value life has in Iha womb equals the less value life has oulslde the

womb.

~, declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United Slates of America that the foregoing Is lrua
and correct.•
Executed this date: 7/19/2008
Please use my Full Name

Signature

My signature evidences my authorizaUon to use this declaraUon for arr purposes.

el I also aulhoriza The Jusllce Foundalion lo file Friend of lhe Court briefs on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortlon.
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ThB State of AR

County of Benton

My name rs R~ne ··-··· I am over lhe age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaration. I have personal knowledge of the fads stated In thfs declamUon, and I declare under
penalty or perjury lhe folloWfng;

1. Where and when dfd your abortion occur?

Toronto Canada
12/20/1994

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

10
3. What type of abortion was performed?

"lherapfic DNC"
4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, What It Is, what rt does?
@Yes 0-No
5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

@Yes

O No

6. Were you Informed of any Jlnk between abortion and breast cancer?

0

Yes

&I No

7, Have you had breast cancer?

0 Yes

@I No

8. Did anyone pressure you Into hal/ing an abortion?

[:Yes§ No
9, How has abortion affected you?
I thought by doing this, was Iha qi.Jfck fix, pennenent fl>i. I dfd not realize It would haunt me forever.
Everytlme I see a chDd playing or hold a bady rn my azms. It has only been Iha last two year wllh
GOd's Strenght that I am able to even speak of ft. Thal's after 3 therapists and lhousands or depression
pllls. some say that I may have been depressed anyway. But It rsn•1 a happenstance lhat since I have
fmely op1mned Up and dealln WJ"th Whal i have done that I have nol been on anti-depressants.
10. How has your ahortl011 affected others In your lffe?
Have you ever li11ed wilh someone that Is alwayi dep~. I look back and I believe my children have
suffered more than me. J ord not give !hem Iha love that they desel\lfld, due to I thought lhat Hwas
unfair to !he one I never gave a chance to.

11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
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ltlsn't a flx to a problem. H's the start of the worst choice of your life.

12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a t=ourt that believes abortion should be
legal?
As I do belleve lhat a woman has the right over her own body and the choices of the fife. The baby's
rights need to be protected.

WI declare under penalty or pa~ury under !he laws of the United States or America that the foregoing Is true
and correcL•

Execuled this dale: 6/17/2008
Please use my Full Name

Signature

My signature evidences my authorization to use this declaration for all purposes.

0 I e!so authortze The Justice Foundation to file Friend of the Court brtefs on my behalf lo ban or restrict
abortlon.
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The State of AR
County of Van Buren

My name is Maria .--· I am over1he age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mlod and compatant to
make this declaral!on. I have personal knowfedge oflhe racts stated in this declarallon, and I declare under
penally of perjury the foll owing:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Little Rock AR

01124/1994
2, How many weeks pregnant were you?

a
3. Whal type of abortion was perfonned?

Vaccuum

4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It is, what It does?

0

Yes~ No

I was not counseled or advised by the staff as to the nature of the abortion.

5. Were you adequately lnfonned of the consequences of abortion?

•

Yes

0

No

I was not informed at all by any or the staff about consequences involved With abortion,

6. Were you informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

0

Yes

Bl

No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

0 Yes® No
8. Did anyone pressure you into having an abortlon?

GYes

ffil No

9. How has abortion affected you?
Depression, alchohol abuse, guilt, pain, Insecurity, rear, isolation. I felt bi<e I committed murder but II
was legal.

10, How has your abortion affected others In your life?

Neglect of chlkfren that were living because or the guilt of lhe unbom fire r had 1aken. Marrital diecord,
anger in relaHonships
11. Based upon youreXperJence, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?

Abortion Is NOT the easy way our. It wm affect you for the rest or your fife.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that belfeves abortion should be
legal?
Uves ere at stake. Women who sUNlve the abortion suffer and repress the suffering for many years.
Leading lo depression, drug abuse, and parenlal and manila! dfscord and unhealthy relalicnshlps.
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WI

declare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the United Slates of America that Iha foregoing Is true

end correct.•

Executed this dete: 8/16/2008
Please use my Full Name

Signature

My signature evidences my authorization to use this declaration for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundalfon lo file Friend or the Court briefs on my behalr to ban or restrict
abortion.
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If someone you know has had an abortion, encourage them to complete this form..

f!":J!Jlla/3-

The Stoia of
Counfy of R

n

be.n1&

"My nnme is.
r.,
.• I nm over the 11ge or dgble.en yenr.i, and J om or so1Jnd mind nnd
compet11nf tn mnhe Ibis de11lnrntion. I f1nve personal Jt11owJedgu ortbe Jbcts .sfJlrcd ht this declnrntion~ nud l declare nuder pcnntt)•
of perjury the following:

~

I/
Nof pij'i;r '/ii:;;fi;. .

/'ML

19/1

I) When anchvltim: dJd your abortion acan-, ind11d!Dg city Dllll 51lllc?
0( (W,k;rftitisl)..J f
2) .How IIUIIIY weeks pn:grmnl Were l'OU7
Yet»i:,n.be},Vlw type or;;;;;;,;«,os pcrfomu:d?
3) \Ve~ yob adcql.llllely informed oftliu nulwe of'obordo11. wlmr ii b. \\•hat it dDl:57 (Chedc One) liJ,Ves C No Jrru,, ei.-pbin: _ _ _ __

Ibo):

.:f} Weresouadl:!llllllely mfonnr:d oflhttllnscquencesofabonlon'l
5)

-+'-....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Were you Info~ of any link bclwc:en abortion 1111d b.n:ast concct1

• Yes a"No

6} Did aoyoni:pressureyau Into hllvingon abortlon.'1 O Yi:s B"No lfl~ \\•ho?-

H1nta: you hnd breast cnnCl!l'l B'Vcs O No

-~----='Y'--r-----------

7) Howhasaborlion aff'e.Cli:d}'olil ~..!:tl.L.~.a.u.·:c..;~U.11.,-.-B~~--Jc~~C!.ii!~J::P-~~~.1.:t.~~-----

_,_ ____ B} Ho~vlui,you.-abortionllff'ccll!dolher,inyourlifi:7.

,M i1,hvsf'M4J ffi'i flbJ f4KJID ..7:.

!I} Band upon .}'11111' ~ L i , . wlml wauld )'OU ,~11 a. woman considering abortfDn?

/

=•-.

_

l,

..

bu ,;a;,,_ f +:ht ii.
pr~rn ':: a.re ~ rw:: ·

b imM :k.£{

~"<S e£L~r~i( ~ha:1iJ.~tl \111:t tnt>!"' ok>oi:::- 71,bi. de

Yau ayattat: ad ltloriaJpagesottestimony,Jfnseded,

"l declare under pe11olty of perjury under tae laws of the United Stales of America that the foregoing Is true llJld correct."

~ecute<l this __t;L dny of
Please use my:
_/._

•

Foll nDml!

0 You may con set me

JJ.lX>e..

~qi

,20 O1(.

qamconry O Jnlllnl, only

O .oo not contact ma

f\ _
Slgnalure:,_.._~~=-:-:~~=-=~=~~~---

Coll..ftd-e~tl '1

My signature avfderlcas nw aulhori:i:atlon

to usa this dm:faiatlon rarafl purpo$oa

nm FOLLOWJNG PERSONAL JNFORMA.'I'ION JS ICEP~CONFJDE~L DV Tim JUSTICEFOlJNDATION

ig{ also nulllorlzl! The Justke Ji'oondnfbn to .Ille Frimcl urtbi: Court briers on ffll" bchlilfto bun 11r reslnc& aharfio11.
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AFFIDAVIT
(Questions For WOMEN Wl,o Have Undergone Abol'tion)
The Stnteof

~

C

Countyorl0wl:;.e_,, ·
BEFORE ME, tbc undel'l!igned aulliority, on this day pr:r.on11lly DPJJllllred
being by me duly swam. upon 011th, stolt:d the following fncts:

.

-----~=

. rill!: Name), who,

'1 am over lhc age of eighti:cn yellrS, ond I nm of sound mind nm! competent to mnkn lhis nffidnvil l bnve pC!Sonal
knciwlcdgi:. of the facts slolcd in tbi~ affidavit, ond i do sol
,y swenr, or nffum, lhnL Ote following facts nte true;

()

I)

2)•

3)

......
Were you ndequalcly infurmcd oftbe cooseqoe:nces ofnbortfon?_.\'l)....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4)

~ g u in.funned ofn~ link between

5)

Did Dllyaoe pressure you lnlo having nn obortian? Jfso, who7-'n0......_...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- nD ..J: n;:ive.

Please

~ron

n

und bre!lst cnm:ctl R1we you J111d breast cancer?

DO) baJ DO
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If someone you /mow has had an abortion,. encourage them to complete this fonn.

«tr\! ~SCLS

The State of
County of

\\ •

f)c\.(

"My nnme Is
f,UI\
. l nm over the 11ge of efgbtcC!ll yenrs, ond Jam of sound mind and
competl!lltto mnke this d<!cl:Jrntion. I h:wcpcrsonnJ ltnowlcdge of the fncts stoled in tbis declamtion, nnd I declare lIDderpe11aJty
of perjury the following;

°l)a...tltf\:S J:f q) QJ· ~ ~ f

1) When nnd where did yow:- ,ibortioo oetlll', including city i!lld slllte?
2) How mnny weeks pregnant wen: you?
Whllt type orubortion was pmforroed'l _?"".- ~ - - - - - - - - - - 3) c younde~ntcl inlbnnc oflhennture r bortion,wholltls,whntltdoes? (Chec:kOne} • Yes 1¥,JNo

5

~

,

~

'

.

Li;

1

... ,

~

4} W,:re yc,u nclequalf!ly infom,ed cf the conscquem:cs ofnbortion? _........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Yes ~ No Have you hlld brenst cruu:CI'1 Yes D No
6) Did IUl}'oae pressure you into having na nbortlon? Yes )Bl No Jfycs, who~ ---..,:-::---.....C,------;,----,~----,
7) Howlm 11borticm nffotlad you'l.-~~--1-~~• ~L.<1o,1~~...,_i..l--l:l~f.U'""'-~==!~~~~=--=..;.;;_;;:;l~-...c:....u.,~=~!::l.
5) Were you fnfonned ofllny linlcbctwe~n abof1ion nnd breost. cmu::t:r?

•

•

•

'

'"I declat·e under pennlty ofperjnry under the lawi; ofihe Unlted Stntes of America tbnt the foregoing is trneand correct."

· Executed this ~
Please use my:

•

°J

day of

~1P...,-..bu...-t... , 20 do

FuU narnl! Mrst lllUllC?.Only

ti.You may contact me

•

/~·

Do not contact me

• Iuffiulsonly

Sianature:~
My slgnalurn evlcfenc:as my oulhortzatlon

to use this duc:laratlon ror ell pUJJ>osoi;

THE FOLLOWING PERSONAL INFORMATION IS KEPT CONFIDENTIAL BY THE JUSTICE FOUNDATION

(Please prim claarlJ')

f['1 11lso authorize The Justice .Foundation to rue Friend or th~ Court briers on my bclu1lr to bon or restrict nbortion.
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The Stale of AR
County of Greone

My name ls Brooklyn. I am over Ille age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind an<f compalent
to make this declaretlon. I have personal knowledge cf Iha feels stated in this declaration, end J
declare under penally or perjury the rollowlng:

1, Where and when did your abortion occur?
Lillia Rock AR

03/09/2012
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
14
3. What type of abortion was performed?

D&C
4. Were you adequately Informed or the nature of abortion, what It Is, What ll does?

8Yos I§ No
I aid nol know aml was not explained lo lhnt the limns of my baby would be ripped apart and
out. Dr. Tvedlen performed the abortion on me. Olher than coming in and saying tllal if I fell
like I was going lnlo lehor I needed to inlorm someone and !hat l would s11 there and have lo

wall 2 nours that Is all he said to me.

5. Were you adequately lnformod of the consequences of allortlon?

8

Yes

!ID

No

Noone inrcrmed me ol lhe emotional and psychological side enacts al all.
6. Were you Informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

,SJ Yes el No
7. Have you had breast cancer?

0 Yes~ No
B. Did anyone preasure you Into having en abortion?

Gves ®

No

9. How has abortion effected you?
I lira wllh !his regret end gum every single day or my life. My due data, llolidays, special
occasions etc. have all been very herd for me lo deal wllh. My babies 1 year bday Is coming up
soon end I em already dreading that day. When I go to Ille OBGYN dr. I feel like I am going ol
have a panic ellack because the sight of lnstrumenls and lhe exam tabla everylhlng about
_going to Iha dr. brings back so many IJashbacks.

10. How has your abortion effected others in your llfe?
I donl know If It hes or nol
11. Busecl upon your experience, what would you tell a woman consJdenng abortion?
I would lei! her lo please not go thrOugh with this because you will regret il for the rest of vour
llfe. I know It feels as though lhere qre no other options but lhere are ant! I would help tier
flgure II all out Its det. not something yolJ want lo live With.
12. Ba1Jed on your own experience, what would you tell a court that bellevee abortion should be

legal?

,. r. . ____., __ ;.......... _----- -- . _._, __ .. -··- -~ . . ..... _.... ,. . _-------:a ,,.___ -.... ..

t.lll-- -

lt.-i--

30
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31
·1 declare under penalty or petjury under Iha laws or the United Slates of America lhal the foregoing
is lrue and correct."
E:ceculed this date: 5£312013
Please use my First Name

Signature

My sfgnature evidences my authorization lo use lhis cfaclarallon for all purposes.
lHE FOUOWlNG PERSONAL INFORMATION IS KEPT CONFIDENTIAL BY"JHEJUSTICE
FOUNDA110N
Name
Brooklyn

Phone Number

Address

Email Address

You may contac:1 me

® I also authorize "The Justice Foundation to tile Friend or tha Courl briefs on my behalf lo ban or
restrict abortion.
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ARKANSAS
TESTIMONlES UNDER 12 WEEKS GESTATION

FORCED ABORTIONS
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The State of AR
County ofWoodruff

My name is Rila
I am over the .ige of etghteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make thfs declarallon. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated In lhfs declaration, and I declare under
penalty of perjury the followlng:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Little Rock AR
111997
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

11
3. Whal type of abortion was performed?

4. Were you adequately Jnronned of tho nature of abortion, what fl Is, what It does?

8 Yes O No
5. Were you adequately lnformed of the consequences of abortion?

0 Yes ':J No
6. Were you informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

Q Yes ral No
7. Have you had breast cancer?
'.J Yes @ No
8. Did anyone pressure you Jnto havJng an abortion?

0

Yes

C No

My mother

9. How has abortion affected you?
grew up bllter and angry!! I was 15 years old when I had lhe abortion. My mother told ma that I was not
going lo mBka her an unm. mother, I guess she thought that was best thing for me not considering what
ii done to my spirit

10. How has your aborUon affected others rn your life?

lived a life of shame and gutll and been angry at my chlldren without reallzlng how I was hurting them.
not been able lo love !hem the way I should.
11. Based upon your experience, whal would you tell a woman considering abortlon?

don't do it because regardless If they tell you that it is only a falus. It Is a spirit. and children are a
hertlge of the Lord.

12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

legal?
reagardless what they say. It Is murder ta me ancl I don't want lo stand in rronl of the Lord seyln9 I
killed my child. and you Just open th~ door for the enemy to latture you. It does more damage to your
spirit then you reerrze and If you don't have lhe Lord as your foundaUon you're really In trouble.

33
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·1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Unl!ed stales of America !hat the foregoing Is true

and correct:
Executed this dale: 7/17/2012

Please use my First Name

Signature

My signature evidencas my authorization lo use lhls declaration for all purposes,

@ I also authorize The Justice Foundallon lo file Friend or the Court briers on my behalr to ban or restrict
abortion.

:3t-J
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The State of AR
County of Lonoke
My name Is Paulette
_ ! am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make !his declaration. I have personal knowledge oflhe facts slated in this declaraUcn, and I declare under
penalty of pe~u,y the followlng;

1. Where and when dlcf your abortion occur?

LitUe Rock AR

01111/1995
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
6

3. What type of abortion was performed?
vacuum aspiratlon
4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what it does?

0

Yes

0

No

I was told Instruments would be much like when havlng e pap smear and Iha contents of my uterus
would be suctioned out.
5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

0

Yes

® No

I was told of no after effects physlr.:al or emolional
6. Were you fnfonned of any !Ink between abortion and breast cancer?

0

Yes~ No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

0 Yes® No
B. Ord anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

0Yes O No
My mother

9. How has abortion affected you?
For 12 years I had depression, nfghlmares, difficult banding with my subsequent chlldran, use of
presctipUon drugs lo numb the pain, a mild nervous bre.ik down, anger isS\les, low self esteem, selfhate.
10. How has your abortfon affected others Jn your life?

Because of my anger Issues I often lashed out at my husband and cllfldrialn. My husband has had lo
help me through my depression and my reeling of wanting lo die.
11. Based upon your experience. what would you tell a woman considering abortlon?
That life never goes back to nol7TlEII. That you are sfmply trading one set of challenges for another. Thal
averytlme ycu look at a famllly prolralt one person wm be missing. You will one day realize that you
have knled your baby and that realization will be a hard one to face.
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12. Based on your own experJence, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

legal?
All life Is created equal, born and unborn, That women wni suffer much more damage from abortion.
physically, emotionally and splrilually than Crom being carrying and dellvenng a child.

·1 declare under penally of pelju,y under the laws of the Unfted States of America that the ron.golng Is true
and correct:
Executed I.his date: 12/21/2010
Please use my FuU Name

Signature

J~
My signature evidences my authorlzallon to use this declaraUon for all ptJrposas.

~ I also aulhorlze The Justice Foundation to file Friend of the Court brfefs on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.
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3'1

legal?
Women make the choice to eel on their lust and have sex or not. After that chorce is made, if a life is
created, then that baby should have the chance to live. The mother can choose to give her child to
someone else to love, but she should not be able to destroy fife, because she had already made a bad
choice In having se,c.

"I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States or America that the foregoing is true
and correcl•
Executed this dale: 6/9/2009

Please use my Full Name
Slgnatum

~-·~

My signature evidences my aulhcrlzatlon lo use this declaraUon for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Jusllce FoundaHon to file Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf lo ban or restnct
abortion.
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The State of AR

County of Benton

My .name Is Barbara

I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mfnd and competent
lo make !his declaration. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated In !his declaraUon, and I declare
under penally of perjury the fonowing:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?
II
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

6
3. What type of abortion was perfonned?

none
4, Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what Jt does?

G

Yes

G1l

No

I was pregnant out of wedlock and abortion was offered to me as a cholce. I chose to marry my
husband of 2B years and we have a total of 4 children. I now hold In my arms my 1st Grandson from my
oldest daughter, Whom I could ha11e ended her life, If I had chose to do so. Whal an impact on society
and my life lhal would have been. Should we realty have the right lo destroy life or should our chcilce

stop at If we should have sex that creates Ufe? ~nk God, I kept herl
5. Were you adequately Informed of Hte consequences of abortion?

0

Yes@ No

6. Were you Informed of any lfnk between abortion and breast cancer?

Gves

0 Na

7. Have you had breast cancer?
BYes ®No
B. Old any0ne pressure you into having an abortion?

®

Yes

G No

My family

9. How has abortion affected you?
Choosing Not lo have an abortion has given me a Grandson and a wonderful daughter that I would never
have hadl
1D. How has your abortion affected others In your life?
My daughter has en Accounting Degree, Is a trusllng, loyal friend, a wife, a mother antf an active part In
the Church and the community. She touches many lives every day.

11. Based upon your experience, what would you telf a woman considering abortion?
My choice was to have sex. My daughler and Grandson were results of U,at choice. To destroy that
baby within me would have destroyed some of !he best of my Ute!

12. Based on your own exporfence, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
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The State of AR
CoUl'lty of Groene

My name Is l<ellle
• I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of aound mind and competent to
make lhls declaralfon. I have peraonal knowledge of the facts slated in this declaration, and I declare under
penalty or perjury the following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?
MemphlsTN

0Bf/1983

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
3

3. What type of abortion was perfonned?
not sure what ll was called. They used a machine.

4. Were you adequately fnfonned of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what II does?
~ Yes

EJ No

5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequeni:;es of abortion?

BYes ~No
I was told I would no longer be pregnanL That's about It.
6. Were you Informed of any fink between abortion and breast cancer?

0 Yes l:ll No
7. Have you had breast cancer?

•

Yes~ No

B. Did al)yone pressure you into having an abortion?
~ Yes

8

No

Jl.1olller
9. How has abortion affected you?

Many ways. I was no, given a choice by my molher & was lOld to keep it a secreL At the time It made
me feel dirty. As I got older ancl learned more about ebortlons I was 111en mentally & emotionally
distraught at what I had done. Even lhou51h my mother did not give me any olher opllon Hwas I who
had the abortion and I was ashamed and felt like a murderer. I carried an lhls around with ms for many,
many years.

10, How has )'our abortion affected others in your life?
ll dfdn't seem IO affect anyone else In my lire beceuse at Ille Ume my mother
the only one who
knew. Didn't phase her et all. Later In years when I began to talk about it as an adult it didn't seem to
affect anyone then either.

was

11. Based upon your experience,

what would you tell a woman

considering abortion?

DO NOT 00 IT. nis e llfe forming Inside you. A Ufa that was not asked to be put there. It Is your

responsibility to carry lhal chl!d whether you Inland to raise the baby or adopt It out. Abortion is wrong.
You do not realize the aftermath or an abortion. Nol on!y Will yau kiD a chlid but you yourself wlU be
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emotlonally and mentally damaged from It.
12.. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion $hould be

legal?
If you have never had an abortion or know or someone tllat has then how could you possibly know the
alfecls It has. You know that It's taking a nre away but It goes much further than thaL It Is emoUonally
& mentally damaging. At lhe time a person has ane I don't think they always realize !hat.maybe
because they are young or Just haven't given It fhat much deep UloughL Every chOd needs a chance in
this world whether Ute person who Is carrying lhe chlld wants lo give !hat baby a chance or nol,

·1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws. of the United stales or America that the foregoing rs true
and correcLExeculed this date: 1/1112012
Please use my Full Name
Signature

My slgnalure evidences my authorization lo use this declaration for all purposes.

~ I also aulhorize The Justice Foundation lo life Friend or lhe Court briefs on my behalf to ban or msllfct

abortion.

t-/O
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The Slate of AR
County of Garland
(3.
l am over the age of efghle811 years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
rnake tills declaraUon. I have personal knowledge of the facts stat.ed In this declaration, and 1declare under
penalty of pe~ury the following:

My riame is L

1. Where and whon did your abortion occur?

Little Rock AR

01/01/1979
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

11
3. Whal type of abortion was perfonned?

?
4. Were .you adequately lnfonned

or the nature of ahortlon, what It is, what It does?

G Yes® No
I wasn't lold anything. I was Just leaa around and told what to do.
5. Were you adequately informed ofthe c:oni.equences ofabortlon?

E3

Yes

0

No

No one In lhe clinic seem to care about that.
6. Were you Informed of any !Ink between abortion and breast cancer?

•

Yes BJ No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

@ves

O

No

8. Old anyone pressure you into havJng an abortion?

0ves ONo
My friends
9. How has abortion affected you?
There isn't a day that goes by !hat I don't lhfnk about ii and ask God to forgive me. I feel so gunty.

10. Haw has your abortion affected others In your fife?

No.
11, Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
l would tell her not to do IL I would tell her lhal she wRI ftnd a way to lske care of and love her baby Wlth
God's help or to consider gMng up lhe baby lo a roving couple that would love to love H. I would tell her
that she will never forgive herself I! she goes through with an abortion.
12. Based on your own experlenca, what would you teJI a court that believes abortion should be
legal?
f would tell the court to consider the mental well being of women. that having an abortion preys on your
conscience forever, nol Just a few days; I would tall the court lo consider the mlllions or couples

L/ I
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patiently waiting for a chUd lo adopt to Jove as their own.

~, declare under penalty or pedury under the laws or !he United Slates of America that the foregoing Is true
and correct.•
Executed this date: 1/1212012
Please use my ln!Hals Only
Signature

';f!

~

My slgnalum evldencss my authorization to use this declaration far all purposes.

® I also authorize The Justice Foundation to me Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf lo ban or restrict
abortion.

L/2.
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The State of AR
County of Crawford

My name Is Kristi

• I am over lha age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to

make this declaration. f have personal knowledge of lhe facls slated In this declaraUon, and I declare under
penally or pe~ury the following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Ll!Ue Rock AR
0B/06/1990

2. How many weoks pregnant were you?

7
3. What type of abortion was perfonned?

Vacuum aspiration
4. Were you adequately Informed of the nature of abortion, what it is, what It does?

C Yes 0 No
The

only lhfng I understood Is I would no longer be pregnant after the procedure.

5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

•

Yes @No

No one lold me !hat there could ancllor would be consequences physleally, emotionally, mentally or
splrllua!Jy.

6. Were you informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

Ovas ® No
7, Have you had breast cancer?
~Yes

!i'J No

a. Did anyone

pressure

you Into having an abortfon?

21 Yes O No
boyfriend. parents and myserr
9. How has abortion affected you?

After my abortion I shut down. I actecl in ways that were damaging to my heaflh by drinking, pursesly
datlng guys who were mentally and emoUonaJly absualve because I !nought that Is what I deserved. For
years I fought anger anti depression issues not realizing that it was connected to my abortion. Most of
all I know thal I am a mother lo my aborted child and now know that I should have chosen llfa for her.
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

My mom stlD has a difficult Ume forgiving herself for her part in my abortion. My husband who Is not Iha
father to my chfld had to pay soma consequences to a choice he had nothing to do wllh because or
how It affected me.
11. Based upon your axperlence, what would you tell a woman consfderlng abortion?
I would gfve her intense details of whal will actually be takJng place and furthemtore details of how her

llre WILL ch.anne should she c;hoose abortion.
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12. Based on your own e>cperieni:e, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
legal?
Abortion HURTS women terribly ror years and years after the abortion. But it also hurts men as wall.
The emotional elfacls can harm a womans ability lo mother her llvln9 children. It can tear marriages
apart. It can and does cause women to Inflict pain on lhelrselves as well as suicide.

•1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United Slates of America that Iha foregoing Is lrue
and corracL•
Executed this data: 11/3/201 O
Please usa my Full Name

Signature

~~
My signature evidences my authorization lo use this declaration for all purposes.

0

I also authorize The Justice Foundation to file Frfand or the Coult briers on ffi'J behalf to ban or restrict

abortion.
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The State of AR
County of Plke

My name Is Crystal

•. I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaraflon. I have pe1o0nal knowle<fge of the facts stated ln thls declaration, and I declare under
penalty or perjury the following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?
Lillie Rock AR

09/05/1984
2. How many weeks pregnant w11re you?

7

3. What type of abortion was porformed?

suction, I guess••.••.l dont know the clinical name for it
4.

ware you adequately £nformed of the nature of abortron, what Jt is, what it does?

CJ Yes

[tJ No

I didn't know that ll would be so violent lo the baby, I thought It would be a painless procedure. not that
the baby would be suctioned out and tom to bits in lhi;, process••.••! thought it would be llke puWng
someone to sleep or something, I really DIDN'T think about Haner I made 1he decision. I was

seventeen.
5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

0Yes

O No

6. Were you Informed of any link between abortion and breast c:ancer?

0 Yes

@I No

7. Have you had breast 1;ancer?

(?Yes~ No
S. Did anyone pressure you into having en abortion?
@Yes

G No

my boyfdend who was also my flance
9. How has abortion affected you?

I was a chrisUan In my heart who'd had a rough upbringing and didn't real wanted al home, having the
baby at home wes not an option because my mom was dalel'l11ined to get me out or Iha house, I knew
she didn't want a screaming baby there on top or me !here.~,.. Ole boyfriend tllld me ir I didn't have the
abortion he'd hit me in lhe stomaeh and make me mlscany end if that didn't work he'd abuse the chRd
once It was here... .so I gave Iha baby baek lo God where It would be wanted and safs.••••how it affected
me? I haled myself, I em a murderer and I used to think I was a good j:lerson.~..lt Vias an lnnQcent
baby !hat had never harmed a person In Ifs life because il dfdn'l have a llfe. I 61ayecl high for years
menially running from ll, t didn't lhlnk I deserved children afler and I hated llstenlng to people talk about

--------···

·- .,.
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lhalr kids•••• ! was seventeen when I had lhal abortion..•... .! never would have kids with that man afier
lhat..•and he wouldn'l let me go unUI I finally put a stale line between us nine years laler.....took me
years to finally deal With what I hsd done••••••YEARS!
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

In MY lirl~? How can one know? My father was heartbroken, I think my mother was reueved.~ •..the
boy/tlend? He was happy he'd never have to worry about chlld support and his mother decided It must
not have been meant lo be.-,.the real question Is, how did It affect the lives that baby might have
touched? that's the real question. and no one will ever know wlll they?
11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering aborllon?

J have already talked one out or it. Sha had a baby already and I asked her if she could look fnlo !he
eyes of her baby and rip It apart from Umb to limb and km ft knowing how Innocent It was and how much
It loved her? because that's what the process I encounled did, it was suction, il was vlolenL •.she
changed her mind and had her baby..•..lf we did !hat lo hardened criminals people would be up In
arms_•.! told the girl she could give the baby up for adoption so some other people who couldn't have
klds could take care of il. ... l lord her how she would always thrnk of the baby if she killed IL... _f'm glad
she changed her mind.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

legal?

I would tell them that !he trulh is, most of Iha lime It Isn't the young girl making lhe choice to have an
abortion. Many times she Is marched there by some boyfriend who didn't want lo be responsible for a
mild or some parent Who doesn't want to suRy Iha ramify nama_._1 would tell them that lhis country
guarantees the tight lo fife. liberty, and the pursuil of happiness and the right to life beglns at
concepllon because stopping 1he life of Iha baby in the prace that should be the safest place In the
worlcl for it Is STJLL stoppfng Iha Qfe of the baby and that's a fact !hey cannot deny,-•.•

·1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of !he United Slates of Amerfca that !he foregoing is true

and correct"
Executed th!s dale: 6/17/2008
Please use my Full Name
Signature

~

My signature evidences my authorization to use U,Js declaraUon for all purposes.

@ I also authorize The Justice FoWldallon lo file Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf 10 ban or restrict
abortion.
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The State of AR

County ofWashfngton

My name Is Kar.
~
I am over the age of elghteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaratlon. I have personal knowledge of the fuels staled in lhls declaraliotJ, and I declare under
penally of perjury the follow!ng:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?
BeUevueWA
09/16/19B0

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
10
3. What type of abortfon was perfonned?

sucUon asplraHon
4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It is, what it does?

0 Yes!¥.:! No
I was 16. It was surreal. I knew I was pregnanl, even picked out a name, but ail.er counselors talked me
through the negative consequences for my future, l somehow Juslilied !he abortion, and dld not think
about the affects on my chl1d. Choosing lo nol lhlnk about the actual act I made myself befleve the
spirit of my child would still exist In order to go through wilh il

5. Were you adequateiy infonned of the consequences of abortion?

0

Yes® No

I dld nol understand the emotional pain, guUt. and shame that I would carry with me for the rest of my
life.
6. Were you rnforrned of any Unk between abortion and breast cancer?

0

Yes® No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

0

Yes

el

No

e. Old anyone pmssure you Into having an abortion?
00 Yes O

No

My rather, Iha counselor
9. How has abortion affected you?

My need for love & altenHon only Intensified arter the abortion.With my fairytale Ideal of motherhood
broken, I spent Ian years In promlscuily and short term relaUonshlps.1 had pledged lo myself I would
never do that agaln,ragardJess or my circumstances, and so ended up marrying when I became
pregnant again al 24. Whan my son was bam. f knew In that Instant. what a mlraela had Just
happened. There was no way a messed up, self-centered girl could have ever created somelhlng so
perfect. Dlvorcad after 3 years,with two chRdren, I began to sealc healing. I put my· ralfh and trust In
Jesus Christ at 28, and my lire was changed forever.However, lhls s!UI did nol rorce me lo address what
I had done. It wasn't potlle to dlSCllss a past abortion, so It wasn't unUl I watched the stoiy of a mother
who murdered her two tiny chUdren by drowning them In her car, that I realized I had been no different.
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The shock and horror that lhe nation expressed loward this mother, should have been directed at me
as well. I was screaming Inside to tell the world I was a murderer. I am thankful I have found grace and
mercy in Christ I am forgiven, but I sliJI have a long way to go to be lruly he.:iled of the experience. I do
not condemn anyone for past decisions, but long for lhe truth or abortion to be proclaimed, and for
healing !o begin for all women and men who have been deceived about abortion, and what it really is.

10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?
My Parents, and slstern were greatly traumatized by my choices, and the consequences. My husband
now is very supportive of me, and very willing to help me work through, and hopefully help others who
have had, or who are contemplating abortion.
11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?

No maUer Whal the circumstances of thelr situaUon, I would ask them to please consider making lhe
better sactif1C0 of NOT choosing to end the nre you have growing inside. Look at Iha reel truth of
pregnancy. II ls a baby, nol a rlfeless blmr, undeserving of care, and rove. There are people and places
lhat can help you. Whether you decide to keep the chTid yourself, or place her In a loving home, the
temporary sacrifices of time, money, physical change, or shame are far less than lhe pain end suffering
you lnffict on yourself, and your child ror the rest of your life. The real choice to make, Is choosing life
over death.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you ten a court that belleves abortfon should bl!

legal?
I believe lhal abortion at any stage is the inlentlonal murder of another human being. I bellave you
cannot make the excuse of saving women's fives from back alley abortion hack jobs, to JusUfy legafized
murder. Not one person has a higher right to life than another. Women are being cleceiVed. Education
about pregnancy, and standfng besfde women of all ages and soceo-economlo backgrounds who are
pregnant, no matter what lhe circumstances, shoutd be where we focus our resources.

·r declare under penalty of perjury under the laws or !he United Slates of America that the foregoing Is true
and correct.·
Executed this dale: 6/3/2009
Please use my Full Name
Sfgnature

k~
My signature evidences my authorization lo use this declarallon for afl purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundation lo file Friend or the Court briefs
abortion.

on my behalf to ban or reslrlcl
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The State of AR

County of White

My name is Sandra

\. I am over lhe age of eighteen years, and I am

or sound mind and competent to

make this declaration. I have personal knowledge of !he facts staled in this declaration, and I declara under
penally of perjury the foUowing:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Searcy AR
04//1979

2.. How many weeks pregnant were you?
B

3. What type of abortion was performed?

4. Were you adequateJy lnfonned of the nature or abortion, what It is, what 1t does?
0 Yes g} No
They Just took me into the hospital and it was done.
5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

8

Yes

Eil No

I don·t think they understood all of It back then.
6. Were you lnfonned of any fink between abortion and breast cancer?

(;}Yes~ No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

D

Yes

0

No

a. Did anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

®

Yes

8

No

My molher, and boyfriend

9. How has abortion affected you?
I am over weight sometimes not a very happy pe!SOO lo live with.
10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

They don't all know and iny husband knows and knows that is why I am not alWays happy. About 6
years ago my husband surrendered to Preach and I have a problem. I can't work and do !he lhJngs I
should do In church, because I don't feel worthy and forgiven e1ren though I know I have been.

11. Based upon your experience. what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
DON'T PLEASE DON'T. It Is something you will never get over I was 17 and now I am 50 and I slilf
remember and can't forgive myself anrl have a problem working In the church.
12. Based on your own oxperlence, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

legal?
I don't know I could wflhout breaking. It Is a homble lhlng to do the women and babies. It has lasting

effects for years mentally and phyclaf.
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"I deelare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United stales of America that the foregoing Is 1rue
and correcl•
Executed this date: 5115/2012

Please use my Full Name

Signature
~

..

_...

My signature evidences my authorization lo use this declaration for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundation to file Friend ot the Court briefs on my behalf to ban or restncf
abortion.

...

.
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The State of AR
County of benton

My name is J
ti,
• I am over lhe age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent lo
make this declarallon. I have personal knowledge of the racts staled In this declaraUon, and I declare under
penalty of perjury ihe following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

fayetteville AR
01/08/1996
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

7
3. What type of abortl.on was performed?

don't know

4. Were you adequately informed of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what It does?

0 Yes® No
They ~imply took a wand ultra sound which lhey didn't show me and they didn't tell me anything else
except the basic fact of the procedure- ii would terminate the pregnancy.
5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

0 Yes @No
Of course lhey told me it would end lhe pregnancy, however they didn't inform me of any risks Involved

from a heaflh and emotional standpoint.
6. Were you informed of any link between .ibortlon and breast cancer?

0 Yes el No
7. Have you had breast cancer?

Q

Yes~ No

8. Old anyone pressure you rnto having an abortion?
@Yes

O

No

My boyfriend at the time strongly recommended it

9. How has abortion affected you?
For !he next 1 112 years after the abortion, 11 completely ruined me emotionally and splrtually. This one
friend reached out lo me and brought me lo a church revival and il was al !his lime I gave il all over to
Goel and than forgave myself and accepted Iha forgiveness Jesus gave.
10. Haw has your abortion affected others in your life?
no one In my family has ever known
11. Based upon your experience, what would you teJf a woman considering abortlon?
I would strongly recommend she seeks counsel- preferably Christian support to help better understand
the damage of abortion.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abottlon should be
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legal?
Even If you aren't a Christian, abortion Is Just wrong. Ufe truly begins when concep!ion takes place and
therelsn't any question on lhls fact. It damages the body, mind, spirit and so much more in a glrJ ••
•therl! Is no question that abortion should be Illegal.

"I declare under penalty or perjury under the laws of the Uniled Slates of America that the foregoing Is true
and correct.•

Eltecutud this date: 7/30/2008
Please use my Initials Only
Signature

My signature evidences my authorization to use this declaration for all purposes.

~ I also authorize The Justice Foundation to file Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf lo ban or restrict
abortion.

5?..
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The State of AR

County of USA

My name is ShaUm. ' . ,. I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am or sound mind and competent lo
make this declaraUon. I have personal knowledge of the facts staled in !his declaration, end I declare under
p.malty or perjury the following:

1. Where and when dfd your abortJon occur?
LilUe Rock AR

II

2. How many weeks pregnant were you?
3. What type of abortion was performed?
4. Were you adequately infonned of the nature of abortion, what it ls, what it does?
@Yes

O No

5. Were you adequately informed of the consequences of abortion?

[}Yes 0 No
No one !old me that l would have a tremendous sense of guUI and worlhlessnei;s afterwards. No one
told me that ii would affect the rest of my adult life.

6. Were you informed of any link between abortion and breast cancer?

0

Yes @No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

8

Yes

!Pl

No

8. Did anyone pressure you Into havln.9 an abortion?

0

Yes

Q

No

My mother
9. How has abortJon affected you?
I have not been able to forget J~ I have committed ao many Immoral acls just to gain a feeling of
acceptance. I feel lhal I will never gel past this feeling of failure and self loathing. I have become so
numb Inside, I don't feel like a real pets0n anymore. I am Just anve because I am breathing. I don't have
any enjoyment In fife. I have a 4 year old, l!fld the majority of the lime, I am Just going through the
motions, I don't have the emotions that a mother should have because al! those emotions died when
my aborted children died.

10. How has your abortion affected others In your life?

Inside, I am distrustful of everyone, ant1 I know that fs unheallhy; but I long for affec!Jon and acceptance
and have lived a dangerous lifestyle trying to find IL
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11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?

Don't. I don't know if a person can runy understand the trauma abortion causes. It is a traumaUc
experience that I have to thlnk about all the Ume and I sincerely belfeve nIs the root of all my
disfunctionanty.
12. Based on your own experlenc:e, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be
legal?

It seems to be so easy to Jusliry the legallly or lllegallty of an Issue because we llve In an age of such
moral decay. I lhfnk It Is Important for us as people to realize lhat abortion Is murder. No matter how
you look al II, 1he baby wm die. How then can abortion be legal? It Is just another word for murder. l feel
responsible because I committed murder and have gone without punishment; I know God forgives me,
but I have such a hard Ume forgiving myself. We Will never llve in a perfeol world; but unlll we stop this
kllQng or unborn chlldren, our nation wlD always suffer, God only forgives When you coma to him humbly
and esk. Those who would keep abortion forever legal are nol asking for forgiveness but instead openly
pmmoUng death, murder, and sin. Whal rnust God think? How can we expect lo Dve In peace when our
leaden; flaunt sin In ltte race of a holy god. The ways or lhe liberal CQUris ere not working. Step out on
faith and do what is righL Don't allow abortion to be legal; overturn Roe v. Wade.

•1 declare under penally of perjury under the lews of the United Stales of America lhat the foregoing is true
and correcl•
Executed this date: 6/17/2008
Please use my Full Name

Signature

~OJ
My signature evldences my authorization to use this declaraUon ror all purposes.

@ I also authorize The Justice Foundallon to me Friend or the court briers on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.

5Y
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The State

or AR

County of MIiler

My name Is Susan
J am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound mind and competent to
make this declaraUon. I have personal knowledge or the facts slated in this declaralton, and I declare under
penalty of peljtiry lhe following:

1. Where and when did your abortion occur?

Texarkana TX
03/15/1986
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

5
3. What type or abortion was performed?

received a shot and contenls scraped out on exam table

4. Were you adequately Informed of the nature of abortion, what it is, what It does?

0

Yes @No

My dad look me lo this 08/GYN clinic and I was not even aware I was pregnant or anylhlng that was
laking place.
5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

0 Yes @. No
See above,
6. Were you informed of any llnk between abortion and breast cancer?

0 Yes @No
7. Have you had breast cancer?

8Yes

BNo

8. Did anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

!:ID Yes E.! No
Dad

9. How has abortion affected you?
I feel very betrayed because my dad did this to me. I was nol even aware I was for sure pregnant unlil 9
years lalerwhen as an adull I requested my mecricaJ records. I was given no l11fonnallon or choice
about anythlilg. Jendured exlreme phystcal pain In the wailing room as lhe •shot" took effect and !hen
tile i;:ontenls were sctaped out on an exam table. I can only Imagine Che pain women have that choose
abortion If I have had lhls much paln when I had no choice.
10. Hc>w has- your abortion affeeted others ln your life?

I have struggled with ttust and fear of abandonment issues that affected my intimate relatlonshlps.
11. Based upon your experfence. what woufd you tell a woman considering abortion?
Not ID do It. There are plenly

or olher allarnetfves.

12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

55
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legal?
They are making something legal that Is detrimental to mankind, both lhe kflled babies and the fJVing
people left to grieve !his awful procedure.

•r declare under penalty of pe,jury under the Jaws of the United Slates of America that the foregoing Is true
and correct.•
Executed this date: 6/9/2009
Please use my F,rst Name
Signature

My signature evidences my aulhorizaHon to use lhis declaralio11 for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundation lo file Friend of lhe Court briers on my behalf to ban or restrict
abortion.

5b
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The State of AR

Counfy of Benton

My name Is L S
I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of SOIJJ'ld mind and competent to make
this declaration. I have personal knowledge of the facls stated in this declarallon, and I declare under penalty
of perjury the fol!owlng:

1. Where and when dld your abortion oc:cur?
Tulsa OK
07//1984
2. How many weeks pregnant were you?

7
3. What type of abortion was perfonned7
4. Were you adequately lnfonned of the nature of abortion, what It Is, what It does?
~ Yes

G No

5. Were you adequately Informed of the consequences of abortion?

0

Yes

Bl

No

No one told me how i would reel later.I did not want the abortion.my parents made me.I had no choice.
6. Were you Informed of any llnk between abortion and breast cancer?

G

Yes @l No

7. Have you had breast cancer?

0

Yes

0

No

8. Dfd anyone pressure you Into having an abortion?

0

Yes

O No

My parents
9. How has abortion affected you?

Afterwards I didn't care about myself and would not eatl lost about 60 to 70 pounds fn lhree months.I
even tried lo kUI myself.

10. How has your abortion affected others in your life?
Lucldy I met someone and we reel In love.go! mal'lied,and have two kids.But none of that would have
been possible if my husband hadn't been a church going man. He helped me and lead me to the Lord.
11. Based upon your experience, what would you tell a woman considering abortion?
Don't do II.There are other opUons.
12. Based on your own experience, what would you tell a court that believes abortion should be

legal?
It only makes women feel dirty and have no selfworth.
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·1 declare under penally or perju,y under the laws of !he Uniled Stales of America that the roragoing Is true
and correct.•
Executed this dale: B/4/2008
Please use my lni!Jals Only

Signature

cf_

J

My signature evidences my authorization lo use this declaration for all purposes.

0 I also authorize The Justice Foundation to me Friend of the Court briefs on my behalf to ban or restrfct
abortion.
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8

If someone you know has had an abortion, encourage them to complete this form.

~::!::r°ff1¥ei~ ~~

"My nnme ls } Jfit,t
_ _ _____. I run over the nge or eighteen yenrs, and I 1un of sound blind nnd
competent to mnke thfs declnrntJon. I h11ve personal knowledge of the fncis stnted In thls dcclnration1 lllld I declnre undm- permlty or
perjury the following:

4/

mo.ha..

l) \Vheo and when: did your Dbortion occur, including city 1111d slntc? \JY"LQ\n NE- ' B
0
lJ E. °'8f1
2) How many weeks pn:gnnnt wcni you?
W
Whnt lype Dfnborffon was penonned? __.:$.,,-'-'U""b""H'-'·""CW\__,.____ _ _ _ _ _ __
3) Were you odcquolcly informed oftl1c norurc ofnhllrtfotr, whotit ii;, wh11tit does? {Ch= Om:). • Yes ~o lfno, cxplnin: _ _ _ __

'.J \'5.

'·•·I
4) Wr:ro you odequntclyinfonni:d oflhecansc.quenccs afubllrtlon?

_.N...;;.;o"-____________________

5) Were you infom11:d of ony rink between oboJdan Md b=t cancer? 0 Yes ~o Hove you hod breast CIJ1ICU7

:f1...

• Yes la'Na

6) Did nnyoncpn:ssureyou ia!o having 11t1 ebartion'l r/Ycs QNo !(yes, who'l .... n....,,._r-ef.=...1~t...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7) Haw hos nbartio11 affi:ctcd you7

•

~~kti.&~ ~,press1m

:£ee\i~s of:1

_
1

\lV\V\lov~

}'011 n1uJ1111tur:l1 add/JiuJ,aT paga. ofttstltr11my, lf11ceded.

"I dei:h1re under penalty or p erjucy under the laws of the United StAtes of Amcric:i thnt the foregoing js true nnd correct..,

~ecuted this ']..I
Please use my: 0

•

Se.prerober , 20 Ol\ .
Full nnme J21'Flrst name only • lnitinls only
duy or

Sign:iture:

£:4

My signuture evidences my nutborizntion

Youmoycontnctm&

p{l>ouotc:ootactnie

to use this declurntfon for nll purposes

THE FOLLOWING PERSONAL .INFORMATION JS KEPT CONFIDENTIAL BY THE JUSTICE FOUNDATION
(Pleare print dearly)
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&,o

AFFIDAVIT
(Questions For WOMEN WJ10 Hnve Undergone Abortion)
TbcStofe of

County of

~

\J\J 'i,\-~

BEFORE ME, the undersigned oulhcrity, on lhls dny personally nppcmif:I
being by me duly swam, upon oofh, sfnled the following fuels:

. __Jl'rint Name}, who,

"I run over Iha age of eighteen years, nnd l nm of50tl11d mind and competent to llUlke this llffidnviL I hove pe.rsoanl
kno1Yledga of lhe fuels slatetl In this affidnvit, aud I do $Oltmllly swellr, oi nffil.ltl, that the foliowiag fnms ore bUc:
1)
2)

J)

Were you odequntely informed oftbe consequences ofabomon?__,_\..,',,,~~----------------

4}

Were you Wbrmcd ofnny link between obarlion and brenst cnni::cr? Hnve you hud breast CllIICer?
\.$1

5J

Did nnyone pressure you into hnving nn abortion? Tf so. who?

6)

Ho1v llns your obortlon affi:clw you?_\.;.c,.t.=l-!:.,;t::.._.~""'-"'~....,_,.S\'2,'='½:.::i'..,.\,..,\-'--'1 ~'}'-',~'-"~~LR:c.::..::lc.,')...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7)

How hos your abortion nffcclcd others in your Jife1 \,.\IJ\... ~ -l. 'f'l.:-f: · ~'i::..\ ~

C

\!_Q..,

1

k

-~,!.;;:;:::,!':___ _ _ __

S: ~ 1': ._. ~

-=c

8)

9}

Bus~. ,on your own eicperienco, V(l\nt would you tell n caurt lhol believ~ cibortion ,honld be lcgnl?.__.Jf,.._~-'\-\'-l5:,1,•----~
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EXHIBIT
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS
CENTRAL DIVISION
LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES, ET AL.,

)
)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

I

~

)

V.

Case No. 4:21-CV-453-KGB

)

LARRY JEGLEY, ET AL.,
Defendants.
CONCEPTS OF TRUTH, INC., an Arkansas
Non-profit Corporation, and
GEORGE CONNER, III, M.D.
Intervenors.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ANSWER
COMES NOW, proposed Intervenors, Concepts of Truth, Inc. and George Conner, III,
M.D., and as an Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint, state and allege as follows:
1. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 1.
2. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 2, in part, but admit to the
passage of Act 309 to be codifed as AC.A.§ 5-61-401 et seq.
3. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 3.
4. Intervenors admit the language found in Casey, but deny the remainder of the
allegations contained in Paragraph 4 in that the language of Casey in which the Court stated that
"a State may not prohibit any woman from making the ultimate decision to terminate her
pregnancy before viability," represents an implicit understanding that the liberty interest
protected by Roe was that "the 14th Amendment concept of personal liberty ... is broad enough
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to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy." Roe v. Wade, 410

U.S. 113, 153 (1973).
5. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 5.
6. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 6.
7. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 7.
8. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 in that Act 309 is not an
attack on the lives of Arkansas women, but rather an act for the preservation of human life
beginning at conception as can be attested by parents like Bert Pohl, who with his wife have
adopted three frozen embryos, not their biological children, and raised them as their own though
the children were fertilized and viable outside the womb of their natural mother, as attested to in
the declaration of Mr. Pohl attached hereto Exhibit A and incorporated herein by reference.
9. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 in that Act 309 will not
inflict immediate and irreparable harm particularly upon black women, but will preserve the
health and well-being of women, particularly black women and women with few, if any,
financial resources, from the emotional and psychological trauma associated with the abortion
procedure provided by Plaintiffs suffered by their patients and their families and who would
benefit from the elimination of abortion as an alternative to childbirth as can be attested to by
women like Melinda Chisum, a black woman resident of Arkansas who experienced an abortion
at the age of 16 in a Little Rock clinic due to misrepresentations made during counseling
regarding the physical and psychological impact of the procedure, the impact on the black
community in particular, the depression, suicidal ideations and prevalence of drug and alcohol
abuse that follows, as attested to by Ms. Chisum in a declaration attached hereto and Exhibit B
and incorporated herein by reference.

2
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10. As a request for relief, no answer is required.
11. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 in that the issues raised
by Plaintiffs in their Complaint are not ripe for decision and therefore this Court has no subject
matter jurisdiction.
12. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 12.
13. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 13.
14. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 in that as a Professional
Limited Liability Company formed as a domestic LLC under the law of the State of Arkansas,
that provides abortions, and as such is subject to the provisions of AC.A. § 4-32-1401 as an LLC
that "will engage in the practice of medicine," Plaintiff LFRP is required to comply with "the
statutes of the Medical Corporation Act," A.C.A. § 4-29-301 et seq. that requires in§ 4-29307(a) that "All officers, directors, and shareholders of a corporation subject to this subchapter
shall at all times be person licensed pursuant to the Arkansas Medical Practices Act, § 17-95-201
et seq.,§ 17-95-301 et seq., and§ 17-95-401 et seq., and (b) No person who is not so licensed
shall have any part in the ownership, management, or control of the corporation .... " Attached
to Plaintiffs' Complaint is a Declaration signed by Lori Williams, A.P.R.N. as "Clinical
Director" of Plaintiff LRFP, a prima facie violation of A.C.A. § 4-29-307, and, therefore,
PlaintiffLRFP is not a proper party to this action rendering this Court without jurisdiction to
hear its complaint.
15. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 in that as a Foreign
Nonprofit Corporation that provides "abortion care," formed under the provisions of Title 4,
Section 33, The Arkansas Nonprofit Corporation Act of 1993, but which is subject to the
provisions of A.C.A. § 4-29-305 of the Arkansas Medical Corporation Act as an association

3
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formed "to own, operate, and maintain an establishment for the study, diagnosis, and treatment
of human ailments and injuries, whether physical or mental, and to promote medical, surgical,
and scientific research and knowledge." As such, it is also subject to the requirements of§ 4-29307(a) that "All officers, directors, and shareholders of a corporation subject to this subchapter
shall at all times be person licensed pursuant to the Arkansas Medical Practices Act, § 17-95-201
et seq., § 17-95-301 et seq., and § 17-95-401 et seq., and (b) No person who is not so licensed
shall have any part in the ownership, management, or control of the corporation .... " Attached
to Plaintiffs' Complaint is a Declaration signed by Brandon Hill, Ph.Das "President and CEO"
of Plaintiff Planned Parenthood, a prima facie violation of AC.A. § 4-29-307, and, therefore,
Plaintiff Planned Parenthood is not a proper party to this action rendering this Court without
jurisdiction to hear its complaint.
16. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 16.
17. lntervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 17.
18. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 18.
19. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 19.
20. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 20.
21. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 21.
22. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 22.
23. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 23.
24. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 24.
25. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 25.
26. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 26.

4
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27. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 27.
28. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 28.
29. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 29.
30. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 30.
31. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 31.
32. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 32.
33. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 33.
34. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 34.
35. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 35.
36. Intervenors admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 36.
37. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 37.
38. lntervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 38.
39. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 39.
40. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 40.
41. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 41.
42. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 42.
43. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 43.

5
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44. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 44.
45. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 45.
46. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 46.
47. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 47.
48. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 48.
49. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 49.
50. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 50.
51. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 51.
52. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 52.
53. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 53.
54. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 54.
55. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 55.
56. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 56.
57. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 57.
58. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 58.
59. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 59.
60. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 60.
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61. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 61.
62. Intervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 62.
63. lntervenors are without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations
contained in Paragraph 63.
64. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 64.
65. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 65.
66. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 66.
67. No answer required.
68. Intervenors deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 68.
In further answering, Intervenor's state the following affirmative defenses:
69. Plaintiffs are without standing since they have no 14th Amendment right to perform
abortion services.
70. Plaintiffs are without standing to represent the 14th Amendment rights of their
patients since that right includes the right not to terminate their pregnancies and Plaintiffs are
solely abortion advocates.
71. Plaintiffs' claims are not ripe.
72. The court lacks subject matter jurisdiction.
WHEREFORE, having fully answered, Intervenors pray for an Order of this Court
denying the relief sought by Plaintiffs, dismissing their Complaint with prejudice, and for such
other and further relief the Court deems just and proper.
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Respectfully submitted,
STORY LAW FIRM, PLLC
By Travis W. Story
Travis W. Story, AR Bar No. 2008274
By Gregory F. Payne
Gregory F. Payne, AR Bar No. 2017008
3608 N. Steele Blvd., Suite 105
Fayetteville AR 72703
(479) 443-3700
travis@storylawfirm.com
greg@storylawfirm.com
THE TIJSTICE FOUNDATION
By Allan E. Parker
Allan E. Parker, TX Bar No. 15505500
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
By Clayton Trotter
R. Clayton Trotter, TX Bar No. 20240500
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
8023 Vantage Drive, Suite 1275
San Antonio, TX 78230
(210) 614-7157
aparker@txjf.org
claytontrotter@gmail.com
Mary J. Browning
Mary J. Browning, MO Bar No. 34633
Pro Hae Vice (Pending)
214 Cherry Street
Jefferson City, MO 65101
Phone: 573-893-4523
Facsimile: 573-893-4591
mary@maryjbrowninglaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Brief in Support of Motion to Intervene has
been served this
day of June, 2021 on counsel for all parties through the Court's CM/ECF
filing system.

!ki

Gregory F. Payne
Gregory F. Payne
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EX~IBIT

I A
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS CENTRAL DIVISION

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES, et al, Plaintiffs,
Civil Action
Case Number 4:2 l-cv-453-KGB

V.

LARRY JEGLEY, in his official capacity
as Prosecuting Attorney of Pulaski County; et al
DECLARATION

The State of Arkansas
County of

G,soae:

My name is Bert Pohl. I am over the age of eighteen years, and I am of sound
mind and competent to make this declaration. I have personal knowledge of the
facts stated in this declaration, and I declare under penalty of perjmy the following:
1. My name is Bert Pohl. I am a resident of Arkansas. My wife and I adopted
three frozen embryo children who are currently our living children age 8, 6
and 4 years old.
2. At the time we adopted them, they had been cryogenically frozen within the
first week or so of their life which began at fertilization. They were viable
outside their mother,s womb. We adopted another couple's children. These
children are alive today and deserve legal protection. The world's first test
tube baby was in 1978. This is new scientific evidence which supports the
Arkansas legislative finding that life begins at conception.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America
that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this

2 't

day of June, 2021.
Bert Pohl

Page 1 of2
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EXHIBIT

I
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN
DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS CENTRAL DIVISION

LITTLE ROCK FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICES, et al, Plaintiffs,
V.

Civil Action
Case Number 4:~ l-cv-453-KGB

LARRY JEGLEY, in his official capacity
as Prosecuting Attorney of Pulaski County; et al

DECLARATION
The State of Arkansas
County of Conway
My name is Melinda Chisum. I am over the age of eighteen years. and I am of
sound mind and competent to make this declaration. I have personal knowledge of
the facts stated in this declaration, and I declare under penalty of perjury the
follmving:

I believe that women and children in Arkansas would be better off if abortion were
outlawed except to save the life of the mother. Women will be damaged for a
lifetime and children killed if the Arkansas Protection of Unborn Children Act
does not go into effect.
In 1980 my family moved to rural Morrilton. Arkansas from Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
We were very poor. Many times, we didn't even have food to eat, heat or running
water in our home. For my entire Jr High and High School years, I washed my
clothes in a bucket from water that I carried from next door and hung them out to
dty.
Not long after we moved to Morrilton, l met a guy that was five years older than
me. I was 14 when I met him and started dating him when I was 15. So, he would
have been 20 at that point.
In I 981. when I was 16, I found myself pregnant. I went to the health department
in Conway County. I took a pregnancy test and the nurse came back and just
handed me a number for the abortion clinic in Little Rock. She really didn't talk to
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me, just told me, "You know it is just a blob of tissue at this point." ••Here is the
for the abot1ion clinic." I walked out of there really in denial that day trying to act
like maybe it would just go away. I thought this can't be happening to me. I went to
my family physician for a second opinion and his nurse came back into the room
and handed me the number to the abo11ion clinic. I don't remember the name of the
abortion clinic. I was so scared and numb.
My boyfriend made arrangements for all that to happen. I didn't. He took me and
he paid for it. He sent me in with the money. I think it was a crime for an older
man to be having sex with a 15-year-old in Arkansas. Nobody in the health
department nor the abortionist asked me the age of the boy, a man really. They
weren't interested in seeing if a crime had occurred. It was legal and I thought it
must be OK.

At the ab01tion facility. I walked in and that was the coldest place I have ever been
in. They really didn't talk to me. They took my money and told me to have a seat.
They did not show me pictures of fetal development. They did not tell me anything
about the procedure. They just took my money. I cannot honestly remember if they
had me sign any fom1s.
The experience reminded me of moving cattle, as if this 16 year old kid was not
important. They had me go into a room and undress and put my feet in stirrups and
the doctor came in. He didn't say one word to me. There was someone else helping
in the room. When the machine turned on and he started perfonning the abortion, it
was the most pain I had ever felt in my life. I didn't know that in order to get pain
medication, we would have had to pay for it ahead of time. I cried out in pain and
the person that was there grabbed my hand and said, "It'll be over in a minute." It
wasn't over in a minute. In fact, pain of the choice will be with me as long as I live
on this earth.
When the procedure was over, they took me into a room where some other women
were and gave me orange juice and just had me sit back for a few minutes and set
me on my way.
I remember lying in bed that night and it hit me that I had killed my child. I cried
myself to sleep that night and many more. I don't even know how long it was. I
couldn't tell my mom. 1 couJdn't tell anybody. I was too ashamed and too scared, so
r suffered alone. It was very traumatic. I have relived the sound of that machine
ripping and sucking my baby out of my body over and over. I still can't stand to
hear a vacuum running.
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In my life, I believe ab011ion was a direct cause of a lot of depression, anxiety,
anger outbursts, acts of rage and suicidal thoughts. It affected me in every area of
my life. Those adverse consequences were not because I was raised poor. It was
because of the abortion. Being poor is not a crime. A woman choosing to kill her
own child is a crime against her own conscience. It hit me that night that I killed
my own child and it all fell back on me because J was the one who did it.
As I raised my children, I was dealing with all of this emotional damage from
abortion and now trying to raise a family. I had two children. It had devastating
repercussions on my children because J was so broken emotionally.
I am the founder and executive director of a Pregnancy Resource Center, not
Concepts of Truth. The highest level of education that I have achieved is an
Associate Degree in Business. At the center. we provide free pregnancy tests, free
ultrasound and we give them all of their options. Today, I try to help women who
are in the same situation I was. They may be poor and pregnant, considering
ab01tion. If they choose abortion, we are still here for them to provide healing and
help afterward.
There was no one to help me. They just took my money and left me to suffer. I
have seen many women who have been hu11 by abortion. In my opinion and based
on my experience with women who obtained abortions through Planned
Parenthood and Little Rock Family Planning, they do not help poor rural
Arkansans like me by giving them abortions. In my opinion, they are only
exaggerating and expanding problems that come "V.,.ith pove11y. I have seen a lot of
drug addiction, alcoholism, promiscuity, and more bad choices after abmtion.
Also, depression, relationship problems, issues with parenting later children, and
even actual attempts of suicide. The list just goes on and on.
Based on my experience with these women, I believe that this Arkansas law
banning abortion except to save the life of the mother or for medical emergencies
is a good law because it protects women from emotional and sometimes physical
lifelong damage and it stops the killing of children in the womb.
When I was 16, I didn't have the frame of mind or the life experiences under my
belt to make a decision like that and nobody tried to explain to me what it was. No
one told me what was going to happen or the trauma afterward.
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I've just seen too many people who they and their families have been so badly
affected by abortion later on. I feel with all my hemt abortion is a crime against
humanity. It's the taking of an innocent lite.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America
that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 24th day of June, 202 l.

J{, PLrlci,,, ~
Melinda Chisum

